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Management summary 
Offshore outsourcing is common practice in most companies. It is a trend to focus on the core 
activities of an organization and outsourcing other parts fits in this trend. IT functions are 
often a good candidate for organizations to outsource. Software development is a specific IT 
function which requires highly skilled employees which makes it difficult to outsource. A lot of 
research has been done in this field, mainly focusing on large companies. This research is 
aimed at finding success factors in offshore software development for small and midsize 
companies. This area is underdeveloped in the current literature. 
 
Factors that leverage success have been identified with a literature review on the topic of 
offshore IT outsourcing and offshore software development. Success factors have been split 
into two types: considerations and project characteristics. Considerations are the reasons 
behind the outsourcing decision and are encapsulated into the sourcing strategy. This 
sourcing strategy includes considerations on: the goals of outsourcing, total or selective 
outsourcing, global or local sourcing and a competitive relationship or strategic partnership. 
The sourcing strategy should be in place before choices are made on which IT functions an 
organization wants to outsource. The second type of potential success factors are project 
characteristics. These are the characteristics of the outsourcing process itself. These factors, 
as derived from the literature, are: the choice of IT function, the technology, the team size 
and the frequency and type of communication.  
 
The literature review also shows the advantages, problems and risks of offshore IT 
outsourcing and offshore software development. The most important advantage is the 
reduction of costs. Employees in offshore countries like India earn less than western 
employees, which is the reason outsourcing started in the first place. Currently, many 
organizations are struggling to find qualified software developers in their local markets. India, 
and other offshore countries, provide a steady stream of software professionals which can fill 
the capacity gaps in western countries. The main problem/risk with offshore outsourcing is 
the hidden cost. Due to all sorts of reasons, offshoring projects often go out of budget. 
Another problem encountered, mainly in literature on offshore software development, is the 
socio-cultural differences. People in India and the western countries often have problems in 
tasks where communication is important, such as software development.  
 
A empirical study was done with the clients of the company coMakeIT. coMakeIT provides 
teams of software professionals in Hyderabad, India. These teams are dedicated in the sense 
that they exclusively work for one specific client. This empirical study, formed as a qualitative 
research, was conducted under 8 clients of coMakeIT and one former client. All these 
companies are small to midsize. For each client case, two interviews were held. One interview 
was held with the initiator or manager of the offshore software development team, the other 
interview was held with the team lead. The team lead is a team member responsible for 
leading and managing the employees in India. Historic data has also been collected on team 
growth and salary classification. 
 
The goal of most clients was, at the time of deciding to choose for offshore software 
development, capacity related and not cost related. Most clients of coMakeIT are software 
companies and saving costs on software development was not the main reason to choose for 
offshore sourcing. These companies had the need to expand their software development team 
and it was difficult to achieve this growth in the Netherlands. This advantage, the availability 
of skilled people to complement the shortages in western countries, was also acknowledged in 
literature, but it was surprising to find that this was the goal of almost all clients. 
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In the context of the client cases, which are generally small to midsize software companies 
seeking to expand their development capacity through dedicated offshore teams, some 
conclusions can be drawn. The use of a software development method and the team 
formation are important factors influencing possible success. These are the co-ordination 
mechanisms. There are in total 6 different types of co-ordination used within the set of clients 
for this research. Given the context as set above, the following co-ordination mechanisms are 
advisable for the following applications: 
 
Co-ordination 
mechanism 

Application Required 

Mixed iterative For large, single product 
software development 
teams in both the 
Netherlands and India. 

Frequent communication 
at employee level, overlap 
between working hours. 

Separated iterative For large, multiple product 
software development 
teams in India and The 
Netherlands. 

Give ownership to the 
Indian team. 

Mixed methodological Unknown Unknown 
Separated methodological  For small software 

development teams that 
cannot cover a full 
software development 
method. 

Give ownership to the 
Indian team. 

Mixed ad-hoc For companies that work 
on multiple software 
products. 

Frequent communication 
on project management 
level. 

Separated ad-hoc For companies which have 
dividable and predictable 
work, project based. 

Frequent communication 
on project management 
level. 

 
These co-ordination mechanisms could be a good starting point when organizations are in the 
process of setting up offshore software development projects. To determine which co-
ordination mechanism is applicable, the risk assesment tool can be used. This tool also 
predicts possible problems with the proposed co-ordination mechanism. 
 
The problem definition given at the start of this research was: 
 
Problem definition: 
Which factors lead to successful projects in offshore software development for small 

to mid size companies? 

 
The co-ordination mechanisms seem to be the key element to predict future success or 
failure. Specific cases studied in this research support this finding. Choosing a proper co-
ordination mechanism that fits the need of the organization can be factor that leads to a 
higher chance of success. 
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1. Introduction & methodology 
The Information Technology (IT) outsourcing marketplace is an interesting mix of technology 
and management. Companies are searching for more effective ways to operate their IT 
functions while outsourcing vendors are promoting their solutions to fix the problems of these 
organizations. On a global level, there is also an interesting thing going on. India has 
emerged as the number one global player in the IT outsourcing marketplace, capturing over 
80% of the global IT outsourcing market (Khan et al. 2003). Since IT work is mostly digital, 
an employee can work everywhere in the world providing IT services to a customer without 
the costs of physically transporting goods. This placement of IT services around the world to a 
vendor even has its own name: offshore IT outsourcing.  
 
The marketplace for offshore IT outsourcing is huge. Nasscom (2009), which is the premier 
body of IT-BPO industries in India, calculated that the global IT outsourcing industry to India 
exceeds 50 billion dollar with an annual growth of over 21%. BPO stands for Business Process 
Outsourcing and covers functions such as tax administration for western clients. Newspapers 
and magazines constantly report about major multimillion dollar deals between large 
multinational clients and vendors. It seems large companies are outsourcing their IT on a 
very large scale and a big part of it is going to India. Thomas L. Friedman confirms this 
observation in the book “The world is flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-First Century” 
(2007). 
 
Software development is one of the most difficult IT functions and is highly dependent on 
quantity and quality of personnel. Many large firms are outsourcing big parts of their software 
development and small to midsize companies are starting to catch up. This is an 
underdeveloped area within offshore IT outsourcing literature. Therefore, this master thesis is 
focused on offshore software development in small and midsize companies. On this topic, 
little literature is found. Within this subject, coMakeIT is found to be the partner for this 
research. coMakeIT is a Dutch company with an offshore development center in Hyderabad, 
India. Small to midsize clients, mainly software product companies, have dedicated teams in 
India working for them. coMakeIT provides the facilities for these companies to outsource 
software development to India.  
 
There are many reasons why this subject has been chosen. First and foremost, the interest of 
the author in the global playing field of software development and the impact of this on the 
careers of domestic software professionals. Also, there is much information and literature on 
offshore IT outsourcing and software development, but hardly any which focuses on small to 
midsize companies. The main focus of literature is on IT service outsourcing. The service desk 
(also called helpdesk) is probably the most well known example to outsource to India. The 
tasks of operating first and second line service calls are human resource intensive tasks that 
need low skilled workers. India’s population is large with over one billion people and the 
universities have produced a large pool of IT professionals. But now, India is climbing up the 
value chain and providing higher skilled people. At the same time, companies in Western 
Europe and North America are having a hard time finding new, highly skilled software 
professionals. India is solving this problem on a global level and multinational companies like 
IBM and Infosys are providing software professionals to fill in the gaps of these companies. 
coMakeIT, on a smaller scale, provides small and mid-size companies the possibility to 
expand their software development team to India.  
 
Besides success, lots of literature is devoted to the downside of offshore IT outsourcing 
(among others: Barthélemy 2001, Lacity and Willcocks 1998 , Khan et al 2002, Overby 2003, 
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Lacity et al. 2008). Many projects are failing to deliver on the high expectations. Increased 
transaction costs lead to a higher end price (Barthélemy 2001). Some researchers even find 
that in specific cases of total outsourcing, over 70% of the projects eventually go out of 
budget (Lacity and Willcocks 1998). The warning signs are all over the place. Cultural 
differences play a large role in this. Overby (2003) strikingly states that Indian programmers 
have a hard time speaking up and offering suggestions. An American worker would say: 
“What you're asking for doesn't make sense, you idiot” while an India worker would think 
“This doesn't make sense, but this is the way the client wants it” (quoted CIO of GE Real 
Estate Hank Zupnick by Overby 2003, p. 7). This downside to offshore IT outsourcing is 
largely covered by literature, but there is little to no literature characterizing the projects and 
linking them to possible problems and failures. Wennink (2007) did cover this topic for his 
master thesis, but focused on individual success factors in large company deals. This view on 
outsourcing cannot be replicated one on one for small and midsize companies outsourcing 
software development. This is where this master thesis could add to the body of knowledge 
on this topic. 

1.1. Problem definition & research questions 
This research will focus on the considerations and project characteristics of offshore software 
development linked with the advantages, problems and risks this brings along. The goal is to 
create a predictive model which can predict offshore outsourcing success. This is done by 
combining interviews with Dutch clients and Indian employees and historical data on these 
cases with a comprehensive literature review.  
 
The goal of this research is to find the relationship between input and output in an offshore 
software development project in small and mid-size companies. The considerations and 
project characteristics are considered the input and the advantages, problems and risks are 
considered the output. The problem definition therefore is: 
 
Problem definition: 
Which factors lead to successful projects in offshore software development for small 

to mid size companies? 

 
From this problem statement, several research questions can be extracted. The first research 
question is related to the success factors of the outsourcing project and is split into two 
questions. One focuses on the considerations a company may have while the second focuses 
on the characteristics. These questions are formulated as follows: 
 
Research question 1a: 
Which considerations do companies have when they make offshore IT outsourcing 

decisions for software development projects? 

 
Research question 1b: 
Which characteristics do these offshore software development projects have? 

 
With this input, the output format must be defined. This is formulated in the problem 
statement as advantages, problems and risks. This research question again is split in two: 
positive and negative output. 
 
Research question 2a: 
Which advantages does offshore IT outsourcing have for software development? 
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Research question 2b: 
Which problems and risks are associated with offshore software development 

projects? 

 
With the input and output known, the question now is how to link these two together. The 
goal of this graduation research is to build a predictive risk assesment tool, so this question is 
important: 
 
Research question 3: 
How to assess success/failure factors and how to predict potential problems with 

an assessment tool? 

 
This master thesis will try to answer these questions and provide a tool which organizations 
can use to predict future outcome of offshore software development projects. 

1.2. Research model 
The research questions stated in the previous subsection is graphically shown in figure 1. This 
is constructed according to the model proposed by Verschuren and Doorewaard (2007).  
 

 
Figure 1 Research model offshore IT outsourcing for software development 
 
The research model above starts with 4 data sources and leads to the final product: the risk 
assessment tool. These sources, the final result and the steps to achieve this are presented 
below. 

• Interviews clients. Interview sessions will be conducted with clients and ex clients 
from coMakeIT on their project specific considerations, characteristics, advantages and 
problems. 

• Interviews employees. Interview sessions will be conducted with employees of 
coMakeIT who are working for client companies. They will be asked how they 
personally view the characteristics and problems in their project and client company.  

• Historical data. Data will be collected on how many employees work for a specific 
client and how the salary is arranged. 
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• Literature review. A literature review is conducted on what and how companies 
decide to outsource their specific function to India and which advantages and problems 
they recognize. 

• The first three sources will be used for case specific results. Data from the client 
interviews, the employee interviews and the historical data will result in several cases. 

• The literature review will be used for a generally acceptable view on the theory. Why 
and what do companies outsource? Which advantages do they have and which 
problems occur during the process?  

• The results from the case studies and the literature review will be analyzed and 
combined. This will lead to a combination of factors that lead to success in different 
situations. These results provide insight into why some cases experienced specific 
problems and advantages while other cases had others. 

• Finally, a risk assessment tool can be made using the analysis results of the prior step. 
This risk assessment tool should be able to predict future success and problems with 
offshore IT outsourcing projects for software development. 

 
This model provides a balanced view of the topic within the research area. Information is 
gathered from recent academic literature, a previously conducted master thesis research, 
from interviews with clients with experience in this field, with employees working in the sector 
and historical data on the specific cases.  

1.3. Research methodology 
This master thesis research will be in the form of a qualitative research, aimed at the 
discovery of qualities on offshore IT outsourcing for software development. This will be done 
in an explorative manner without a fixed prior outcome view. The qualitative approach is 
chosen because the nature of this project is to discover how and why companies decide to 
outsource. This fits the application of a qualitative research best. Quantitative research is 
applicable in research where a hypothesis is tested. This is not the case in this research. This 
research uses a small but focused sample size to construct qualities.  
 
The main goal of this research is linking input to output regarding offshore outsourcing for 
software development. The input is the total sum of all success factors regarding the 
outsourcing deal. The output is qualitatively measured by the experiences a company has 
with respect to their offshore outsourcing project and the internal problems the offshore 
outsourcing has.  
 
Scope of the research 
This research is done in the form of a master thesis for Eindhoven University of Technology. 
The available time is six months but this research includes a trip to India and has taken nine 
months in total. Due to the time restrictions and practical considerations, the choice is made 
to only focus on clients of one offshore development company. Due to this, the focus of the 
project is on offshore software development for small and midsize companies. Also, due to the 
clientele of the offshoring vendor, most of the companies are product software companies 
that produce own software packages.  

1.4. Research area 
The research area is offshore IT outsourcing for software development. The research covers 
recent literature within this field and a qualitative research. This qualitative research is 
performed in cooperation with coMakeIT and its clients. Most of these clients are in the 
business of creating software which makes perfect case studies for this research. 
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In the next paragraphs important aspects of the research area will be explained. These are: 
the considerations, project characteristics, advantages, problems, risks, success factors and 
the risk assessment tool. After this, the position of this research within the purchasing 
process will be discussed. 
 
Considerations 
Outsourcing considerations are the reasons why companies want to outsource in the first 
place. Does the company know why they want to outsource a part of their software 
development? Are they provoked by stories on low wages in Asian countries? Does the 
company have problems and can these be solved with outsourcing? Or do these companies 
see opportunities in the globalizing marketplace? Whatever the reasons are, they likely will 
have influence on the rest of the process. For instance, when a company is purely focused on 
reducing costs, they can be confronted by hidden costs which reduce the possible savings 
(Overby 2003). For this research, the considerations (the ‘why’ question) are the most 
important questions to be answered.  
 
Project characteristics 
Different companies with different sourcing strategies will have different characteristics 
regarding outsourcing deals. No two companies are the same, and thus every outsourcing 
deal will be different. These differences can be on a technological or methodological level, on 
size, depth of work and many more. When linking input to output, the project characteristics 
are essential as input parameters. 
 
Advantages 
Lots has been written on the advantages of offshore IT outsourcing, generally focusing on the 
lower costs (among others: Pfannenstein and Tsai 2004, Kahn et al. 2003, Tafti 2005). Of 
course, if Indian workers would earn as much as Europeans, there would be no offshore IT 
outsourcing to India. You could say that the primary reason for existence of offshore IT 
outsourcing, or any form of outsourcing in that case, is costs. But, as countries like India 
develop, so do their salaries. Indian IT workers can count on an annual salary increase of 
10% to 20%. Countries like India do have other cards up their sleeves, and one of them is 
the enormous pool of new workers the universities provides every year (Kahn et al. 2003). 
This has been used by western companies as an advantage. In their domestic markets, 
companies cannot find highly skilled professionals at the rate they need (Kahn et al. 2003). 
 
Problems and risks 
As mentioned in the introduction, many companies are finding huge problems with their 
offshore IT outsourcing projects. You could find as much success stories as you could find 
failures. Offshore IT outsourcing does not come without problems or risks. Especially when 
talking about software development, high risks are at stake. These problems and risks 
originate from hidden costs, cultural differences, trust, political issues and threat of 
opportunism (among others: Barthélemy 2001, Overby 2003, Kahn et al. 2003, Tafti 2005).  
 
Problems and risks are not the same thing. Problems is defined as a “state of difficulty that 
needs to be resolved” while a risk is defined as “a possibility of incurring loss or misfortune”1. 
So, a problem is something actually happening while a risk is a potential problem. Risks in 
their own sense could also be problems. The risk of loosing business could be a problem for a 
company. Due to the nature of risks (a company can decide to take the risk or not) and the 

                                           
1  Both by http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn 
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fact that a risk could also be formulated as a problem, I choose to create the general 
construct of problems & risks for the downside of offshore IT outsourcing. 
 
Success factors 
A number of researchers have tried to find success factors for offshore outsourcing success. 
Gottschalk and Solli-Saether (2005) list 11 critical success factors based on 11 different 
theories. In the master thesis of Wennink (2007), the author describes an IT Outsourcing 
Success Factor Assessment (ISFA). The master thesis uses the 11 success factors from 
Gottschalk and Solli-Saether (2005) as clusters of in total 45 different success factors. Bhalla 
et al. (2008) evaluated the extent of offshore IT outsourcing in relation to its success. The 
extent is measured with what a company is outsourcing: 1) software development, 2) 
business process outsourcing and 3) call centers.  
 
Bhalla et al. (2008) concludes there is no relation to the depth of offshore IT outsourcing and 
the success rate. Of course, when the scope is narrowed down in business type as well as IT 
functions, you can identify factors that could leverage success. Also, the researches presented 
above focuses generally on large multinational companies with definable tasks. Wennink 
(2007) only conducts interviews with respondents from multinational companies. When a 
small or midsize company is searching for success in an outsourcing project, the 
characteristics will be dramatically different than the cases investigated above. To uncover 
the success factors for small and midsize companies in offshore software development, I will 
use case studies and historical data together with a literature study on the topic to find 
success factors and combinations of factors that lead to business success in offshore 
outsourcing for software development.  
 
Risk assessment tool 
The final result of this master thesis will be the construction of the risk assessment tool. Here, 
the term risk is deliberately used, since this tool will predict future outcome of a specific 
project. The main source of information is the case studies. These provide data on past 
projects with associated problems and advantages. Within these case studies, interviews with 
client companies and the employees have been performed. Also, historical data is used for a 
more complete view. Next to the case studies and historical data, the literature review is used 
to complete the view on successes and problems.  
 
The Risk assesment tool will be a computer application, possibly published on internet, that 
companies can use to see whether their offshore software development plans are feasible or 
not. Also, the potential risks that this type of outsourcing might have will be predicted by the 
tool. The results will be based on the outcomes of this master thesis research. 

1.5. Organization 
This master thesis is written for Eindhoven University of Technology (abbreviated as TU/e), 
department of Industrial Engineering & Innovation Science. The research will be based at the 
Dutch company coMakeIT and their offshore development center in Hyderabad, India. 
coMakeIT will provide data on their clientele and the possibility to do research on these 
offshore outsourcing cases. More on the university and the company in the next two 
paragraphs. 
 
Eindhoven University of Technology 
Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e) intends to be a research driven, design oriented 
university of technology at an international level, with the primary objective of providing 
young people with an academic education within the ‘engineering science & technology’ 
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domain2. The student is graduating for the study Business Information systems. The project 
will be carried out in the sub-department Innovation, Technology Entrepreneurship and 
Marketing which is part of the department of Industrial Engineering & Innovation Science. The 
graduation supervisor is Prof. dr. A.J. van Weele from the group purchasing and supply chain 
management. The secondary supervisor is Prof. Dr. R.J. Kusters from the sub department 
Information Systems. Both will be members of the Assessment Committee.  
 
coMakeIT 
coMakeIT is a Dutch company which provides software development teams in Hyderabad, 
India. The teams work from the offshore location directly for Dutch client companies. Each 
client has its own team and they directly provide work to the team. coMakeIT provides the 
facilities, infrastructure, the HR management, hard and software, recruiting, training etc. Due 
to the model of dedicated client teams, coMakeIT seeks long term relationships with 
companies that need software development teams for a long period. The company focuses on 
product software development companies in the Netherlands. Ir G. Tigelaar is account 
executive at coMakeIT in the Netherlands and will be the graduation tutor in this master 
project. 
 
Assessment committee 
The assessment committee consists of three voting members. These are Prof. Dr. A.J. van 
Weele (chair), Prof. Dr. R.J. Kusters and Ir G.J. Tigelaar.  

1.6. Report structure 
This master thesis is formed by 5 chapters. The first is the chapter you are reading now and 
includes the topics of introduction, report structure, research methodology, research area, 
problem definition and research model. Chapter 2 covers a literature review. In this chapter, 
the selected literature, the marketplace of offshore IT outsourcing and the outsourcing 
process are included. The third chapter is the empirical study. In this chapter, the field 
research is shown, starting at the company coMakeIT (where the research took place). Then, 
there are paragraphs on the topics of interview methodology, the variable selection, results of 
the client company interviews and results of the employee interviews. Chapter 4 covers the 
analysis phase of the research. In this chapter, the results from the empirical study are 
analyzed and compared with the literature review results. This is followed by a subparagraph 
with a discussion. In paragraph 4.2 the construction and result of the risk assessment tool are 
shown. Chapter 5 is the overall conclusion of this research. In this chapter, the problem 
statement and research questions will be answered. 
  
 

                                           
2 From: http://www.tue.nl  
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2. Literature review 
In this chapter, the theoretical background of offshore IT outsourcing and offshore software 
development will be covered. In figure 2, the research model is depicted. In this model, the 
research area for this chapter is indicated with a darker color.  
 

 
Figure 2: Research model with indication of literature review area. 
 
The goal of this literature review is to create a general model were considerations, 
characteristics and advantages, risks and problems are linked on a conceptual level.  
 
The structure of this chapter is as follows. First the selected literature is presented in the 
following paragraph. In paragraph 2.2, the marketplace of offshore IT outsourcing and 
offshore software development is shown. Then, in paragraph 2.3 the outsourcing process is 
explained and in the last paragraph there is a conclusion. 

2.1. Literature 
The literature for this paper is found through internet and TU/e library search engines with 
key phrases “offshore IT outsourcing” for general papers, “IT vendor selection”, “contracting”, 
“supplier selection”, “outsourcing vendor selection”, “offshore software development” and 
variations for papers on this specific topic. Papers were selected on relevance, historical 
significance and whether or not they came from a qualitative journal. The articles are selected 
from journals among the IT and management field. These journals include (among others): 
Journal of Information Technology, Information Systems Management, Sloan management 
review, European Management Journal.  
 
The result of the literature search is both satisfying and disappointing. Many papers were 
found on IT outsourcing, from both the vendor and client’s viewpoint. Also, different vendor 
selection processes and models were found. But there were no papers found specifically on 
software development for small and mid size companies. For the literature review, the focus 
will be on the general concepts of offshore IT outsourcing and offshore software development. 
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In the remainder of this chapter the definitions of IT, IT outsourcing, offshoring, offshore 
outsourcing and offshore IT outsourcing will be presented. Thereafter, a conclusion is given 
on the literature and the definitions found. 

2.1.1. Definitions 

There are different definitions for outsourcing, IT outsourcing, IT functions, offshore IT 
outsourcing and offshore software development. Also offshoring is used in literature. In this 
section, the definitions of these concepts are given. 
 
Outsourcing 
Many definitions on outsourcing are given. “The use of external agents to perform one or 
more organizational activities.” (Lacity et al. 1996). This definition focuses on external agents 
(vendors) to do activities for the client. This is a common definition in the IT domain. An other 
definition is “Outsourcing is a phenomenon in which a client organization transfers property or 
decision rights to a vendor.” (based on Levina and Ross 2003). This definition focuses of the 
transfer of property or decision rights. From the domain of purchasing and outsourcing the 
definition of Nevi (2001) is extracted (translated from Dutch): “Outsourcing is making a 
choice in an organization to place business assets, infrastructure, people, knowledge and skill 
outside the organization with the goal to: a) to free the resources and let them improve 
competition power or do activities that lead to a higher return on investment or b) because 
these activities do not fit into the mission, vision and strategy anymore.” For this literature 
review (which focuses on IT outsourcing and not on outsourcing itself), this last definition is 
too restrictive. However, the first definition of Lacity et al. (1996) is too broad. Without the 
notion of transferring property the definition is not complete. Therefore, the definition that will 
be used in this literature review is: 
 

Outsourcing is a phenomenon in which a client organization transfers property or 
decision rights to a vendor which performs organizational activities for the client. 

 
This definition is closely related to the definition of Nevi (2001), but is not restricted by the 
goals as set by Nevi.  
 
IT outsourcing 
IT outsourcing is clearly the outsourcing of Information Technology activities such as 
infrastructure or application maintenance. For IT, the definition found by Wennink (2007) will 
be used: “IT is the study, design, development, implementation, support or management of 
computer based information systems, particularly software applications and computer 
hardware”. In this definition it is clear that software development is a part of IT and can be 
outsourced. For IT outsourcing as a whole, the following definition is found: “turning over a 
firm’s computer operations, network operations, software development and maintenance, or 
other IT functions to a provider for a specified time, generally at least a few 
years.”(Pfannenstein and Tsai 2004). This encapsulates the meaning fully, but is makes some 
assumptions that do not fit a general definition. When this definition is stripped from its 
informalities and the concept of “IT functions” is known, we arrive at the following definition 
which will be used in this report. 
 

IT outsourcing is defined as turning over parts of a firm’s IT functions to a vendor. 

 
The term IT functions is thus a critical part of the above definition. This will be given next. 
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IT functions 
IT functions are different parts from the Information Technology field. In many firms, the IT 
functions are included in the IT department. Pfannenstein and Tsai (2004) names IT functions 
like computer operations, network operations, software development and maintenance. 
Laplante et al. (2004) categorize two types of IT functions: explicit functions relevant to the 
operations like software development and business operations that have direct impact on IT 
systems like customer call centers. As can be seen from both definitions, IT functions create 
or maintain IT infrastructure. The term IT functions can thus be defined as: 
 

IT functions are organizational functions where the creation or maintenance of IT 
infrastructure is central. 

 
Software development 
Software development is a specific IT function as shown above which involves the creation 
and maintenance of software systems. It is a job which involves highly skilled employees and 
is a highly uncertain process (Gopal et al. 2003). This IT function is very complex and 
outsourcing it involves many risks (Vogel and Connolly 2005). Therefore, software 
development is an interesting IT function to focus on within the offshore IT outsourcing 
domain.  
 

Software development is an IT function which involves the creation and 
maintenance of software systems. 

 
Offshore software development 
The term offshore software development is often used in the software development literature 
and it refers to the placement of software development to a low cost country (possibly using a 
vendor).  
 

The placement of software development to a low cost country, possibly using a 
vendor. 

 
Software development methodology 
Building software is an industry by itself, and many methods have been created to manage 
this process. Agile software development is a new trend because the speed of releases is 
high. Agile software development methods acknowledge that requirements change frequently 
and choose for an iterative approach (Abrahamsson 2002). Scrum is an example of this type 
of software development methodology and is commonly used by companies within this area. 
On the basis of Abrahamsson (2002) the following definition is given of software development 
methodology. 
 

A set of approaches to manage the process of software development. 

 
Offshore IT outsourcing 
Offshore involves the placement of the outsourced activity “overseas”, but this should not be 
taken literary (Davis et al. 2006). When the IT function is outsourced to an other country we 
speak of offshore. Also, the terms nearshore and farshore are used to represent close and far 
countries. For western Europe, nearshore means eastern European countries and for northern 
America, Mexico and south American countries. Thus, in the case of offshore IT outsourcing, 
this means that a client organization transfers (parts of) their IT functions to a vendor in an 
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other country. Sometimes the term is reduced to offshore outsourcing or even offshoring. This 
last is not a correct synonym for offshore IT outsourcing (since it does not include 
outsourcing). However offshore outsourcing seems that it does not encapsulate the term IT 
functions, in many IT literature it is used this way. For this report, I will use a combination of 
others.  
 

Offshore IT outsourcing is the transfering of IT functions to vendors to perform 
these in other countries. 

 
Offshoring 
“Offshoring is defined as the provision of organizational products and services from 
locations in other countries, whether they are actually overseas or not.” (Davis et al 2006). 
This means when companies decide to place a IT function in a different country, this is 
offshoring, whether or not is was done by an other vendor or not. This definition is slightly 
adapted for use in this literature review. 
 

Offshoring is the placement of production or services in other countries. 

2.1.2. Conclusion 

There is a lot of literature on offshore IT outsourcing and offshore software development in 
general, but there is no literature found that focused on small to midsize companies. The term 
IT outsourcing is roughly interpreted in two ways: doing organizational activities by third 
party vendors or transferring assets to a third party organization. For this literature review, I 
choose to focus on the last interpretation of the concept. This one is the most accepted in the 
purchasing domain.  
 
Offshore software development is a broad field which covers multiple domains and is 
therefore complex. Outsourcing software development to other countries is a difficult decision 
because many assets and (human) resources are involved. This decision must be made with 
care. Different IT functions require different sourcing strategies and have different complexity 
levels. This will also be shown in the next two chapters. 

2.2. Marketplace 
In this paragraph, the marketplace in which vendors and clients operate will be presented. 
First, the history and foundation of the modern IT outsourcing contracts is established. Within 
this, the evolution of offshore software development is included. Then, the focus will be on 
offshore software development with a specific focus on India since this is the biggest country 
in this field. Following this section, the advantages researchers find in the marketplace are 
shown and finally, in the last section, the problems that arise from offshore IT outsourcing in 
general and software development specifically will be covered. 

2.2.1. History 

The IT outsourcing marketplace has rapidly formed itself the last two decades since the IBM-
Kodak contract in 1989. Before this, IT facilities such as data processing were outsourced 
(Michell and Fitzgerald 1997). These outsourcing deals were large in scale, were done by 
global players and lasted about ten years (Pfannenstein and Tsai 2004). The marketplace has 
grown intensively, boosted by vendor opportunism and high costs of IT (Michell and Fitzgerald 
1997). Further, Michell and Fitzgerald distinguish five different vendor types, evolving from 
different historical business types. First there are the IT consultancies and IT solutions 
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providers. These are companies with a background in consultancy and experienced on an IT 
level. This type of company is driven by business, not technology. Second type of vendor 
specified by Michell and Fitzgerald are the systems houses. This category is characterized by 
mid size firms which are technology driven. Third, traditional hardware vendors approached 
the IT outsourcing field. These companies, mostly with a global reach, are going up in the 
value chain from hardware and infrastructure vendors to complete solution providers. The 
fourth vendor type are the ex-IT departments. These are IT departments that are split off 
from their mother company and have lots of experience on operational level. The last vendor 
type identified by Michell and Fitzgerald are the generic outsourcers. These companies that 
sometimes operate in totally different industries (like catering or cleaning) take on the IT 
outsourcing growth to supply hardware, infrastructure and applications. These five vendor 
types are the result of the evolution of the marketplace.  
 
Not only the IT outsourcing industry is growing, the offshore part has also gained popularity 
last years. The IT outsourcing industry has grown from simple IT facilities management and 
infrastructure maintenance to a multi billion dollar industry in which the offshore part in India 
alone exceeds 50 billion dollars in annual revenue. Why is this growth so explosive in the 
industry? The inevitable trend of companies focusing on their core competences but also the 
lower labor cost in offshore outsourcing is driving companies to outsource abroad 
(Pfannenstein and Tsai 2004). This has created an interesting marketplace for vendors to be 
in due to the low investment costs. This is different than other sectors, say manufacturing, 
where initial investment costs are high. 

2.2.2. Offshore 

Offshore IT outsourcing is a worldwide phenomenon but India is by far the number one 
supplier for western countries conducting offshore IT outsourcing. According to Khan et al. 
(2003), 80 to 90 % of all offshore IT revenue is generated in India and will be continuing to 
lead the upcoming 5 years. This is also recently supported by Lacity et al. (2008). Other well 
known countries for outsourcing IT to are Ireland, Vietnam, Taiwan, Russia, Israel, Singapore, 
China and the Philippines (Khan et al. 2003). India’s advantages include the many graduation 
students with a high educational degree and good English speaking and writing skills (Khan et 
al. 2003). The main difference between ‘normal’ IT outsourcing and offshore IT outsourcing 
from a financial point of view are the production and transaction costs (Qu and Brocklehurst 
2003). Here, a tradeoff occurs. With IT outsourcing, the production costs (represented mainly 
by labor) is relatively high while the transaction costs are relatively low. When offshore IT 
outsourcing is chosen, the production costs are significantly lower. Kahn et al. (2003) states 
that labor costs are up to 10 times lower but the transaction costs are much higher and less 
certain. These transaction costs can be up to 75% of the total costs of outsourcing (Qu and 
Brocklehurst 2003). Transaction costs include communication costs, traveling costs, costs of 
poor quality and extra testing among others. These transaction costs are sometimes also 
considered as hidden costs. 
 
Interestingly China has not been able to catch up with India as a supplier of Offshore IT 
outsourcing. According to Qu and Brocklehurst (2003), China has an enormous domestic 
software and IT service industry, but is struggling to catch on foreign outsourcing contracts. 
Due to several factors such as English language knowledge, political, governmental and trust 
issues, negligible on-site persistence and marketing, China is not a major player in the global 
IT market (Qu and Brocklehurst 2003). However, this is changing. The Chinese government is 
investing lots in the knowledge economy and IT/software services are key targets. As the 
marketplace for offshore IT outsourcing evolves, China is definitely not a market to overlook. 
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At this time however, China is not a major player in this sector and it will not be in the near 
future (Lacity et al. 2008).  

2.2.3. Offshore software development 

Software development is a complex task and has high risks when outsourced to a vendor. 
This is why offshore software development needs specific attention. In this field, India is again 
the largest country to outsource to for about the same reasons other IT functions are 
outsourced to India. With software development, communication is an important aspect and 
the large pool of English speaking and skilled workers give India an advantage over many 
other countries (Vogel and Connolly 2005, Foster et al. 2006). Also, the quality of vendors is 
important and India has more CMM level 5 companies than the rest of the world (Vogel and 
Connolly 2005). CMM is the Software Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Model. The 
CMM level represents how mature the software development is in an organization3. In western 
countries, many organizations struggle to adapt their development process to receive a high 
CMM level while Indian firms start with a blank sheet. Also, Indian firms focus on achieving 
this to gain market value (Vogel and Connolly 2005).  
 
Offshore software development is one of the most complex IT functions. The advantages of 
offshore IT outsourcing hold for software development as can be seen in the next sub-section. 
In the sub-section on problems and risks, there is a priority shift. This will be shown in the 
next two sub-sections 

2.2.4. Advantages 

It should be clear why offshore IT outsourcing exists: cost reduction due to low cost countries 
(Pfannenstein and Tsai 2004). By far, this is the number one reason to go offshore and 
without this advantage, offshore IT outsourcing would not have been spoken of. Djavanshir 
(2005) confirms this finding by classifying it as a top benefit of offshore IT oursourcing. 
Pfannenstein and Tsai (2004) state that hourly rates are from 30 up to 75% lower than in the 
United States. Other estimates are a bit lower, 40 to 60% cost reduction according to Kahn et 
al. (2003), but it is clear that cost savings is what it was all about when companies started 
outsourcing to India. That being said, there are now companies benefitting from a lot more 
than only lower cost. Lacity et al. (2008) quoted some satisfied offshore outsourcers: “We 
went to India for lower costs, but we stayed for quality.” (page 22). In this section, these 
advantages of offshore IT outsourcing form recent literature will be discussed. 
 
Besides cost reduction, another main reason to outsource IT to India (and other countries) is 
the problem companies have in finding qualified people (Kahn et al. 2003). There simply is 
not enough  talent in the own country or it is very difficult to fiend. In India, a yearly total of 
over 73.000 software professionals hit the market (Kahn et al. 2003). Djavanshir (2005) 
acknowledges this as he founds this rated as 4,9 (on a scale of 1 to 5) in his research to most 
important benefits of offshore IT outsourcing. 
 
The foundations of outsourcing in general also hold for offshore IT outsourcing. This means 
companies can remain focus on their core competences. If IT is not the core business of the 
client company, this is to the vendor company. This frees up employees within the company 
to perform tasks which directly contribute to the core business (Kahn et al. 2003). 
 

                                           
3 From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capability_Maturity_Model  
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An advantage of India and other South East Asian countries could be the time difference 
between them and the western countries. This gives organizations the opportunity to work on 
a project around the clock. This advantage is mainly applicable in the service sector, were 24 
hours a day to handle incoming service calls is essential. But also software development could 
benefit from the time difference. When European companies are still a sleep, Indian workers 
have already started working on the code. This could be an advantage in cases which have 
tight deadlines. 
 
Several other advantages are also found in literature. Researchers find that companies are 
taking advantages of tax incentives (Tafti 2005), Flexibility of workers (Pfannenstein and Tsai 
2004) and gaining a competitive advantage (Kahn et al. 2003). Most of these advantages can 
be traced back to lower costs or the availability of personnel in India and other offshore 
locations. 
 
Advantages in software development literature 
In literature on offshore software development, all above advantages are mentioned. The 
focus in offshore software development is also on the costs (Vogel and Connolly 2005, Foster 
et al. 2006). Also, the availability of skilled personnel and the focus on core competences are 
mentioned as advantages in literature.  
 
In table 1 a summation of the advantages mentioned in the academic literature is shown. 
Articles A to E are general on IT outsourcing, F and G are on offshore software development. 
As can be seen, cost reduction is noticed by all authors and the quality of the workers was 
mentioned by 5. Solution to shortage of IT skilled employees is acknowledged by 5, including 
the two articles on offshore software development. This seems to be an important advantage 
of offshore software development.  
 
Table 1: Advantages literature 
Advantages A B C D E F G  
Solution to shortage IT skills X X X   X X 5/7 
Reduce cost X X X X X X X 7/7 
Flexibility  X  X    2/7 
Time difference X X  X   X 4/7 
Time reduction  X      1/7 
Gain competitive advantage X    X   2/7 
Remain focused on core competences X  X  X X X 5/7 
Quality of the workers X  X X X  X 5/7 
Economies of scale   X  X   2/7 
Tax incentives   X    X 2/7 
A: Kahn et al. (2003), B: Pfannenstein and Tsai (2004), C: Tafti (2005), D: Djavanshir 
(2005), E: Levina and Ross (2003), F: Foster et al. (2006), G: Vogel and Connolly (2005) 
 
Some advantages can be generalized to others. For instance, tax incentives is another form to 
reduce cost, as is the lower wages. It is odd though that “economies of scale” is only 
mentioned twice. This could be due to the nature of many researchers. Most research has 
been done in large firms while Levina and Ross (2003) state “[large firms] can generate 
economies of scale and scope internally by reproducing the production methods used by 
vendors” (page 333). This lowers the possibility of this argument of being an advantage for 
many researched firms.  
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2.2.5. Problems and risks 

IT outsourcing is, off course, not a perfect dream world with only benefits. In a survey of 50 
companies, 14% of the IT outsourcing projects totally failed (Barthélemy 2001). Lacity and 
Willcocks (1998) find even more disturbing results. In cases of total (IT) outsourcing over 
70% did not achieve the cost savings that were expected. Barthélemy (2001) finds that cost 
is the main issue when it comes to failing projects. This is counter intuitive since the main 
reason for most outsourcing projects is cost reduction. Companies outsourcing to reduce cost 
are sometimes surprised by what they eventually pay. These so called hidden cost are placed 
in four categories (Barthélemy 2001): 

• Vendor search and contracting cost. A vendor makes an outsourcing project a success 
or a failure; much time should be spent on this which inevitably leads to higher costs.  

• Transaction to the vendor. Switching an IT function from an organization to a vendor is 
probably the hardest to determine from a cost perspective. This process can take 
months to fully perform and the more people and technology are involved, the more 
problems this will generate. 

• Managing the effort. This is probably the biggest factor of all hidden costs. 
Organizations must monitor vendor’s performance, barging with the vendor and 
negotiate contract changes.  

• Transitioning after outsourcing. These costs are hard to quantify by managers since 
they are reluctant to think about the end of the contract. However, taking an IT 
function back in-house or switching to a different vendor is a costly operation. 

 
A risk of offshore IT outsourcing is the issue of trust, security and geopolitical risks (Khan et 
al 2002). In India, there are laws for handling intellectual property, but since it is in another 
country, little control on this can be performed. Also, the instability of the political systems of 
these countries can be a discouragement for foreign countries.  
 
Communication issues between cultures sometimes crash. Khan et al (2002) finds that a 
detailed specification is required to successfully leverage from the Indian workers. Overby 
(2003) quotes a CIO of a packaging company with a development center in India: “Silly 
mistakes were made because we didn't take the time to have them come over. It's a false 
savings to keep costs down by communicating only by phone.” (page 4-5). 
 
Problems and risks in software development literature 
For offshore software development, the problems and risks derived from literature focus 
somewhat on a different aspect than does the management and IT literature. Lots of attention 
is drawn to the cross-cultural issues such as language, time difference and different working 
standards across the globe. Also, this literature introduces a new problem: failing 
infrastructure and technology. Both Foster et al. (2006) and Vogel and Connolly (2005) 
mention the possibility of power shortages and incompatible software systems. This drawback 
was hardly mentioned in the management and IT outsourcing related literature. 
 
From the same articles as used in table 1, table 2 was constructed with problems and risks. 
This table is depicted below. 
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Table 2: Problems and risks literature 
Problems and risks A B C D E F G  
Opportunistic vendor X  X X    3/7 
Trust & security X  X X   X 4/7 
Hidden costs X X X  X  X 5/7 
(Geo)political Risk X X X X  X  4/7 
Detailed specification required X  X     2/7 
Loss of future talent  X X     2/7 
Loss of intellectual assets  X X     2/7 
Loss of organizational performance  X X     2/7 
Impact on domestic staff   X      1/7 
Socio-Cultural    X  X X 3/7 
Infrastructure and technology problems      X X 2/7 
A: Kahn et al. (2003), B: Pfannenstein and Tsai (2004), C: Tafti (2005), D: Djavanshir 
(2005), E: Levina and Ross (2003), F: Foster et al. (2006), G: Vogel and Connolly (2005) 
 
As can be seen from the table, hidden cost is mentioned by 5 out of 7. This is confirmed by 
the extensive study on hidden costs by Barthélemy (2001). (Geo-) political risk is also 
mentioned 5 out of 7 times which indicates that this is a well known risk in the domain of 
offshore IT outsourcing. Surprisingly, the impact an outsourcing deal can have on the 
domestic staff is only mentioned in one article. The socio-cultural problem is mentioned three 
times, two from the offshore software development articles. . Why these two are less 
mentioned remains unknown. It could be that these authors file these risks as geopolitical 
risks. 
 
It is hard to say if the advantages outweigh the problems and risks of offshore IT outsourcing 
in general due the mixed results from many case studies. The truth probably lies somewhere 
in the middle. For specific companies and projects the advantages of offshore IT outsourcing 
could be greater that the downside. Other IT functions should remain in house.  
 
When companies do pursue the offshore outsourcing model for IT functions, the main point of 
attention should be the hidden costs. This risk is mentioned in most literature and can 
possibly drain the advantage of cost reduction in whole. Specific for software development are 
the problems that arise with people from different cultures that need to work together. Also, 
differences is technology, communication and coding standards should be a point of attention 
when following this path. 

2.2.6. Conclusion 

In this chapter the history of offshore IT outsourcing is given. The marketplace has evolved in 
many directions with different types of businesses jumping into the lucrative growing business 
market. Traditional hardware and software vendors, generic outsourcers and consultancy 
firms start offshore IT outsourcing businesses. Within this marketplace, the IT function 
software development is growing due to the difficulty to acquire highly skilled software 
professionals. 
 
In the literature several advantages, risks and problems have been found. The driver behind 
offshore IT outsourcing was and generally still is the cost reduction aspect. Wages in India, 
China and other countries is the reason why offshore outsourcing exists. But nowadays, this is 
not the sole reason for all companies anymore. Western IT workers are hard to find when 
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companies are seeking up-scaling. Lots of companies cannot do it in their home country. 
Therefore, companies consider offshore IT outsourcing. These are the two main reasons now 
for companies to outsource. 
 
The problems that arise are often also cost related. Hidden costs appear when companies do 
not take notice of the extra work that needs to be done when outsourcing IT functions. 
Transaction cost from the client to the vendor and managing the effort are the main cost 
drivers. Other main issues are (geo) political risk, trust and security related issues. Social 
effects such as the impact on domestic staff or cultural differences are hardly mentioned. 
 

2.3. Outsourcing process 
For many organizations, outsourcing is a big step to take. It involves transferring or relocating 
employees, decision rights and control to a third party where trust is an important issue. 
Organizations do not take this decision overnight. Also, outsourcing means long-term 
commitment for both client and vendor, which is different from simple purchasing or sub-
contracting. Even though the distribution of IT functions can generally be done digitally 
though internet or phone line, the process is not less complex than many other forms of 
outsourcing. Specific IT functions such as software development require highly skilled people 
and a transfer of knowledge. This gives IT outsourcing its complexity. 
 
The outsourcing process is generally defined by three important questions: why, what and 
how. The why question can be formed as: “Why do we want to outsource our IT?”, the what 
question as: “What do we want to outsource?” and the who question as: “How do we want to 
outsource?” These questions can be answered by the sourcing strategy. This gives a company 
direction on their goals. It also includes the decision for a singe vendor for all the IT functions 
or multiple vendors for different functions. The next question, what to outsource, follows in 
the sourcing strategy. Does a company want a portfolio of vendors for their different IT 
functions and their specialization? And which IT functions does the company want to retain in-
house? Also, it is important that a sourcing strategy gives answer to the how question. Which 
type of relationship is a client company want to achieve? This is important for the proposed 
contract type. Forming a sourcing strategy is the first step in the outsourcing process. 
 
After forming the sourcing stratagy, the selection of the vendor is the next step. An 
organization needs to choose which vendor fits the needs of the specific case. As can be 
concluded from paragraph 2.2, there are many kinds of outsourcing vendors. Vendor selection 
is a research topic on itself. Luckily, there has been lots of research in this field. It can be an 
expensive and time consuming task. Choosing the correct vendor is one of the most 
important aspects of offshore IT outsourcing. A wrong vendor can take advantage of its 
dominant position and can increase the price at the point of renegotiating the contractual 
conditions (Michell and Fitzgerald, 1997). This contract itself is also an important instrument 
to manage the client-vendor relation.  
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Figure 3: Purchasing process 
 
The outsourcing process has many resemblances with the purchasing process (figure 5) from 
Van Weele (2008). Mainly the tactical phase has many resemblances. The operational phase 
in many IT outsourcing projects is cyclic. This is different than from the purchasing model 
shown above. The tactical phase of the process starts with the specification phase. In this 
phase a functional specification of the product or service is produced. This step is easily 
translated to the IT domain by the specification of the service or software product. At the end 
of this phase a functional specification document is available.  
 
Following the specification phase is the selection phase. In this phase a client must choose a 
vendor for their offerings. This is usually done by organizations by first making a shortlist. 
Companies are then asked to propose a price for their service. These offerings are compared 
to each other. The price is not always the main focus of these companies. There are many 
companies that are searching for vendors to add value to their business (Michell and 
Fitzgerald, 1997). Within the selection phase, the desired contract form should also be 
acknowledged. Different types of outsourcing project require different types of contracts. The 
negotiation on the contract and the formulation is a task for the contract phase in the 
purchasing process.  
 
The operational phase, as presented in Figure 5, differs from IT outsourcing. With 
outsourcing, long term contracts and projects are considered. This is different in the 
operational phase from purchasing. Also, many processes are cyclic in nature. For example: 
helpdesk and application management are continuous processes. Therefore, the operational 
phase of the purchasing process is not used for this research. 
 
Before any organization can outsource, a sourcing strategy should be in place. A company 
should have a strategy on how and why they source in the first place. The next paragraph 
focuses on the sourcing strategy. After this, the different relational types and contract form is 
discussed. Finally, software development methods are discussed. This is important because 
software development is in many ways different. These differences imply a different view on 
the operational phase as shown in figure 5.  

2.3.1. Sourcing strategy 

The sourcing strategy is generally the starting point of any organization info the outsourcing 
field. The question why is important. Why does a company want to use outsourcing? The 
reasons behind this question, in combination with the company characteristics, will define a 
different strategy. An example: a manufacturing company chooses outsourcing for cost 
reduction. This company might want to reduce the number of subcontractors to reduce the 
transaction cost and get discounts on larger quantities. This company might also want to use 
offshore vendors to reduce labor costs. For specific products, the company might want to 
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build up a more trustworthy relationship with a vendor while for other products they want 
their vendors to compete against each other. Finally, for other products the company wants 
an outsourcing partner to completely do the job. This example illustrates the many 
possibilities and dilemmas an organization is facing when they are creating their sourcing 
strategy. The sourcing strategy is the starting point when an organization is seeking to 
outsource a new product or service. A sourcing strategy should fit the organizational strategy.  
 
Aspects of the sourcing strategy 
Van Weele (2008) provides some essential aspects of a sourcing strategy. First, the issue of 
single verses multiple sourcing must be accounted to. Does an organization want a single 
sourcing partner or does the organization purchase the product/service from multiple 
vendors. Also, sometimes it is simply not possible to source to multiple sources. This is then 
called sole sourcing and occurs when a single company has a monopoly on a market segment. 
In IT outsourcing related literature, single sourcing is generally called total IT sourcing and 
multiple sourcing is called selective IT outsourcing (Lacity et al. 1996, Willcocks and Choi 
1998, Lacity et al. 2008). This is again the choice of a company to place their IT functions in 
one organization or multiple. Often, the higher the value of the outsourcing deal between 
client and vendor, the higher the commitment and possible large quantity discounts. 
 
Other aspects of the sourcing strategy are the choice between global or local sourcing (Weele 
2008). In offshore outsourcing literature, the terms offshore and nearshore are used. 
Offshore is used for the countries in Asia and nearshore for countries in the neighborhood 
such as Romania for Europ and Mexico for the United States. The general advantage of global 
sourcing is the reduction of labor cost. Another decision a client company needs to make is 
the choice between a partnership and competitive relation with it’s vendor. Does a company 
want a vendor to add value or just be cheaper than the current organization? Finally, the 
contract form is of importance. Different types of outsourcing relationships require different 
contract types. 
 
Gartner (2002) states that the sourcing strategy is an important aspect before a sourcing deal 
is made. It ads responsibility and ownership to the list. Who will be in charge of the 
relationship once it is in progress? Also, an organization should not only act on current deeds. 
In the case of IT sourcing decisions in which high amounts of money is involved, an 
organization should think strategically into the future. 
 
Alignment of business objectives and IT 
The internal alignment of business and IT is important when formulating a sourcing strategy. 
Different business models require different sourcing strategies. Also, as Michell and Fitzgerald 
(1997) point out, many client companies are searching for a vendor to contribute to their 
business. Thus, a sourcing strategy should not only fit the business strategy, but also the 
vendor must fit the strategy of the client.  
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Figure 4: The IT outsourcing Succes Factor Framework (Wennink 2007) 
 
Figure 3 is the IT Outsourcing Syucces Factor Framework, by Wennink (2007). Here, two 
organizations are shown, each with their own business strategy, IT strategy and operations. 
Together these companies, a client and the vendor, contribute to the success of the 
operation.  
 
Selective IT sourcing v.s. total IT outsourcing 
Total IT outsourcing is the decision to choose for a single vendor for a specific domain. As 
Lacity et al. (1996) conclude, total IT outsourcing is only an option for experienced IT 
managers with experience in managing major, long term relationships. And even then it is a 
difficult practice to get is right. Selective IT sourcing reduces risk and is becoming more 
accepted as a business practice. Client companies can leverage the cost savings of the 
economies of scale and vendor expertise while still being able to manage and control core 
activities such as: strategic planning and scanning the environment for new technologies, 
developing business specific systems and supporting business critical systems (Lacity et al. 
1996). For selective IT sourcing, Lacity et al. (1996) have developed a model for selecting IT 
outsourcing candidates.  
 
 

 
Figure 5: Selection IT sourcing Candidates (Lacity et al. 1996) 
 
In figure 3 the “Selecting IT sourcing Candidates” matrix form Lacity et al. (1996) is depicted. 
This is a useful model to categorize IT functions. The four quadrants represent Critical 
Commodities, Critical Differentiators, Useful Commodities and Useful Differentiators. This 
matrix can help companies position their IT functions and find which of them they could 
outsource. Lacity et al. (1996) show in their paper that many companies have successfully 
used this model to categorized their IT functions in their sourcing strategy. 
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In the horizontal axis of figure 4 the contribution of IT activity to business positioning is 
shown. There are two options in this, commodity and differentiator. A question companies 
should ask themselves is “Does this IT function impact the competitive position of this 
company?” If the answer is yes, than the IT function is a differentiator. When the question is 
answered with no, the IT function is a commodity. On the vertical axis the contribution of IT 
activity to business operation is shown. Is the IT function critical or simply useful? Companies 
should ask themselves “Does this IT function contribute to the business operation or does it 
only make incremental contributions?” By answering these two questions, companies can 
position their IT functions in one of the four categories in the matrix. 
 
On the left side of the matrix, the critical and useful commodities are depicted. These 
functions are candidates for outsourcing. Critical commodities are critical to the business 
operations but do not distinguish the company from its competitors. An example of such a 
system is an aircraft maintenance support system for an airline company. An airline could not 
operate without the system, but the system itself does not provide application to the business 
itself. These systems could be outsourced, but one should be careful doing so. In the selection 
process emphases should be made on that a vendor could meat the quality standards. 
 
The useful commodity quadrant is the traditional sweet spot of outsourcing and this should 
always be done. Examples of these systems are payroll and accounting systems. Here, 
economies of scale can lower the costs of these systems because vendors have achieved 
lower costs through standardization.  
 
On the right side of the matrix, critical and useful differentiators are depicted. IT functions 
that fit into the critical differentiator quadrant should not be outsourced. These IT functions 
are critical to the business, differentiate the business from the competition and can be seen 
as core competences and thus should remain in-house. The useful differentiator is a section 
that should not exist in companies, but in practice companies do have them. These IT 
functions emerge when active IT personnel build systems that do not fit the company’s 
strategy.  
 
Portfolio model 
From the purchasing and procurement domain, Van Weele (2008) describes four basic 
product types for sourcing in the portfolio method. The differentiation is that each type of 
product needs an own specific strategy. The different product types are: strategic, leverage, 
bottleneck and routine. These are depicted in figure 5. Candidates for strategic sourcing are 
specialized products or services that represent a significant part of the cost prize of a product. 
These products are always custom made for the client company and lots of communication 
between buyer and supplier is needed. Just as strategic products, leverage products are 
responsible for a significant portion of the cost prize of the end product. The difference is that 
leverage products can be supplied by multiple suppliers and are usually standardized. 
Bottleneck products are products that can only be supplied by one supplier but have a low 
added value for the end product. Routine products are products that should not cause many 
problems. They can be ordered at multiple suppliers and have a low impact on the cost prize. 
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Figure 6: Portfolio model (Weele 2008) 
 
These four product/service types represent the types of products that can be outsourced. In 
this paper, I focus on IT functions, so I will view these strategies from this perspective and try 
to give examples. First, a strategic IT function is software development. For many companies, 
software plays an essential part in the value chain of the service applied. Think of bank 
systems managing and controlling cash flows. Once this software development is sourced, it 
is almost impossible to switch to another vendor. Examples of leverage IT functions are a call 
center and application maintenance. These functions are generally standardized and can be 
sourced to many different vendors, but are essential to the business process are can 
represent a significant part of the cost prize. An example of bottleneck IT functions is 
supporting software. This can sometimes only be bought by one vendor, such as Microsoft 
Server software, but represent a small portion of the cost prize. Finally, an example of a 
routine product is webhosting for the company website which can be bought from many 
different vendors and has low impact on production cost of the company. 
 
The power balance is generally different for each of these four product types (all Weele 
2008). Client companies tend to have more power over leverage products, due to the many 
suppliers and substitution possibilities. For bottleneck product, the opposite is true. Here, 
vendors have the power because there are few (if any) alternatives for the client. The 
purchasing of routine products should be done at a small number of suppliers due to quantity 
discounts. For strategic products, client companies should seek partnerships with suppliers. 
The power balance is dependant on the specific case.  
 
Sourcing options 
Organizations should build a sourcing strategy and this is the foundation of sourcing 
decisions. Given that an organization has chosen selective IT sourcing, and categorized their 
IT functions according to the portfolio model (as described above), the organization needs to 
know which types of sourcing are available. The term outsourcing is often used for practices 
that in fact are purchasing, procurement or subcontracting. In the IT domain, the terms 
insourcing and outsourcing are often used. In figure 6 five sourcing options are presented by 
Lacity et al. (1996). 
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Figure 7: Sourcing options (Lacity et al. 1996) 
 
In figure 6 there are 5 sourcing types. Four types use external vendors and the in-house 
option. Simply stated, there are two factors involved with the sourcing decision. The first, and 
this is depicted on the horizontal axis of the matrix in figure 6, is purchasing focus. Here, you 
should ask yourself “Do I want to focus on the result or on the resources?” This is actually the 
decision to outsource or insource. Does the client company want a result driven approach 
(and thus loose a part of the control) or a resource driver approach? 
 
The next factor involving a sourcing decision is the purchasing style. Alternatively speaking: 
What would you like to pay? The question a client company can ask themself is “Do I want to 
pay for the transactions or for the relationship?” This choice means having clarity on how 
much to pay for a project or having more uncertainty but building up a relationship with the 
supplier. 
 
When these two questions are answered, five options for sourcing emerge. Four for each 
combination of answers, and the in-house option. This is often overlooked, but can be a real 
option in many cases. Lacity et al. (1996) stress out that vendor offerings should always be 
compared with in-house offerings. They state that the outsourcing threat alone triggers 
internal IT managers to be far more competitive than before. These internal bids are very 
valuable and can be seen as a benchmark for the vendor options. 
 
Besides the in-house capability, four other sourcing options should be evaluated: buy-in, 
contract-out, preferred supplier and preferred contractor. With the buy-in strategy, companies 
buy development resources on a pay by the hour model. In the contract-out strategy, the 
vendor is responsible for the delivered result and is paid accordingly, like in a fixed price 
contract. The preferred supplier strategy focuses on a close partnership between vendor and 
client. Best option for this would be a time-and-material contract, possibly with an open 
calculation. The preferred contractor strategy companies contract with a vendor to share the 
risk. 
 
Onshore, Nearshore and Offshore 
Offshore outsourcing is a buzzword in many firms and outsourcing related magazines. 
Therefore, it has created many new terms. Two of these ‘new’ terms are onshore and 
nearshore, representing local outsourcing and outsourcing to countries in the neighborhood 
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(Laplante et al. 2004). The decision to make use of the global market is part of the sourcing 
strategy. Within the portfolio of IT functions, a decision should be made on this topic. 
 
Onshore outsourcing, or local outsourcing, is the outsourcing to domestic suppliers. This has 
the advantage of personnel speaking the same language and cultural background. The 
downside is that local outsourcing providers (for western companies) are expensive. Due to 
the shortage of skilled people, the prices are high. Offshore offers a huge reduction on labor 
cost, but other costs and risks arise. The nearshore option is the use of low labour cost 
countries in the neighborhood. For North American companies this could mean Mexico and 
West European companies have nearshore locations in Central and Eastern Europ. Vendors 
providing these options claim that the cultural differences between the client culture and the 
nearshore location in smaller than with offshore outsourcing.  

2.3.2. Contract form 

When a company has a sourcing strategy, has selected which IT function to outsource and 
which vendor should do it, the contracting phase starts. Willcocks and Choi (1995) state two 
main differences in contracting. First, a client company can choose for a strict contract model. 
Michell and Fitzgerald (1997) found that this model gained in popularity. This is due to clients 
having negative experiences with vendors and thus feels the need to have detailed contracts 
and SLA’s. Willcocks and Choi (1995) find that for these companies, trust in the vendor is a 
step to far. The second type of contract a client and vendor can choose for is the strategic 
partnership. In a strategic partnership, openness, trust and cultural fit are important.  
 
The contract model is mostly effective for selective outsourcing (Willcocks and Choi 1995). In 
this model, detailed descriptions and prices are included into a contract which both parties 
should agree on. Often, these contracts are big and consist of Service Level Agreements 
(SLA) on every detail in the contract. This type of contract is inflexible and works for highly 
definable tasks like maintenance and problem solving.  
 
The strategic partnership evolves when clients select large portions of their IT activity, if not 
all, to be outsourced to a vendor (Willcocks and Choi 1995). The strategic partnerships 
encourage both partners to be productive and share benefits due to reputation based 
mechanisms (Levina and Ross 2003). For strategic partnerships to work, openness is 
important and ensures trust. In a strategic partnership, “the relationship does not merely 
represent a contract for services which deals with the internal efficiencies of a client 
organization, but represents a shared development and use of IT focusing on market-place 
activity” (Willcocks and Choi 1995, page 77).  
 
Van Weele (2008) suggests a different distinction within the contract forms. These three 
contract forms are: fixed price contract, time-and-material contract and unit-rate contract. 
These three contract forms, and the similarities and differences in comparison to Willcocks 
and Choi (1995), will be discussed below (all based on Weele 2008). In the final section, the 
power balance between client companies and vendors will be presented. 
 
Fixed price contract 
The fixed price contract is one of the most well known contract forms in outsourcing. Client 
and vendor agree on the details and the vendor proposes a fixed price which the client can 
approve. The client knows exactly what he must pay and when it is delivered. The main 
advantage for the vendor is that, since the price is fixed, he will be promoted to complete the 
contract as efficiently as possible. In most cases, a client asks several proposals for a fixed 
price deal to choose the cheapest and most reliable. A downside for both the client and the 
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vendor is that it requires a lot of work before the contract is formed. This contract form 
compares best to the contract model Willcocks and Choi (1995) describe. 
 
Time-and-material contract 
A second contract form is the time-and-material contract. The essence of this contract is that 
not all details should be available yet and that a client pays for the number of hours workers 
work and the materials that are used. These costs for the vendor are raised with a profit 
margin. The main advantage is that clients and vendors have a clear view of the costs of a 
project after it is finished. This is also the main disadvantage. At the start of a project, it can 
be unclear what the costs are so budgeting is complicated. This is why these contract forms 
are traditionally avoided by clients whenever they can. The time-and-material contract form 
can be used in the strategic partnership form that Willcocks and Choi (1995) describe. Here, a 
trust relationship should exist between client and vendor.  
 
Unit rate contract 
The Unit rate contract is the third popular contract form. These contracts are being used for 
projects which require standardized repeatable work. In the contract, specific standardized 
work is included which can be bought in quantities by the client. This contract form is used is 
cases which standard work can be formulated and priced. Just as the fixed price contract, this 
contract form fits the contract model Willcocks and Choi (1995) best. 
 
The choice of the correct contractual form for the chosen IT function should be based on the 
following criteria (Weele 2008): 

• The completeness of the specification. For a fixed price contract, a detailed 
specification is needed. Also, only then can different proposals be evaluated. 

• When the speed of the fulfillment of an outsourcing decision is important and time 
cannot be wasted, the time-and-material contract is chosen. 

• When the technical expertise for the fulfillment of the contract is not available, the 
time-and-material contract is usually best. 

 
Power balance 
Within the contracting phase, the power balance between vendor and the client company is 
an important topic. When vendors have power over their clients, this could easily lead to 
higher costs for the client company. When vendors initially receive low fees for their services, 
they will try to win back some value by imposing extra fees on outside contract services 
(Barthelemy 2003). This unwanted situation is common in the IT sector. Before the contract is 
signed, the vendor poses a competitive price for the services required to win the bid. Once 
the contract is signed, the balance shifts to the vendor since all outside contractual services 
are not defined and the vendor can make up for the low revenue from the initial bid (Willcocks 
and Choi 1995). This power balance is an important but difficult issue to overcome. As stated, 
reputation based mechanisms force specific vendors not to overprice their out of contract 
services (Levina and Ross 2003), but the projected savings on the short term will be lower. 
These companies also need good profit margins so their prices will be higher. 
 
Barthelemy (2003) recognizes that both the hard and the soft side of a relationship should be 
managed. With the hard side, Barthelemy refers to the contract and with the soft side the 
trust relationship is meant. Van Weele (2008) points out that real partnerships are hard to 
find in practice. They can be achieved through long term commitment and should share 
information and risk. The sharing of information could start with the contract form by using an 
open calculation model. Also, risks could be shared by a mutual investment or by specifying 
mutual penalty fees in the contract. 
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2.3.3. Software development methodology 

The process of software development is a complex task. It requires teams of skilled people 
and proper steering to be successful. Outsourcing this task comes in different forms. One 
approach is for engineers to do the analysis and high-level architecture work and provide the 
technical and functional specification. The programming and unit testing tasks are then 
subcontracted to an offshore partner. The opposite to this approach, the client only provides 
the high-level functional specification and relies on the vendor for all other tasks (both from 
Cusumano 2004). Between these extremes, other possibilities are possible.  
 
The development of software has become a process itself. Because software is often not built 
by individuals but by large teams, the need for a supporting process is big and lots of 
research has been done in this field. A popular stream of software development methods is 
called Agile software development (Abrahamsson 2002). The most important aspect of an 
Agile software development process is that it is iterative. Scrum is one of these methodologies 
which is widely used by software development teams to streamline their efforts. For this 
paragraph, Scrum will be used to illustrate an iterative software development method. This 
can be generalized to other iterative methods. 
 
Scrum is a iterative approach in making software. It starts with a pregame phase. In this 
phase, an initial product backlog is created and a choice is made about the chosen technology 
and standards. Then, the development phase starts and this phase is cyclic. This means that 
this phase is done over and over again until the product is finished. In figure 8 the Scrum 
sprint is shown (Abrahamsson 2002). 
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Figure 8: Scrum sprint (Abrahamsson 2002) 
 
In the Scrum sprint cycle, the backlog list is used for the requirements. During the sprint (this 
can be 7 to 30 days), this list is not changed. The product owner can change the 
requirements in the backlog list for the next sprint. Once it starts with a kickoff meeting, this 
list is frozen again and the cycle starts over. 
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All steps in the process of software development are included in the sprint cycle, from 
analysis to testing and delivering. So, after every cycle a working software product is 
delivered. This encourages the speed and accuracy of the development. Because the product 
owner can change the requirements and their priorities when he likes, this method is ‘agile’ in 
the sense that it adapts to changing requirements fast. 
 
Scrum is the development methodology of many companies used in the empirical study in 
chapter 4. In this chapter, the use of Scrum in a offshore setting will further be explained. 

2.3.4. Conclusion 

Outsourcing is not an overnight decision. It is a decision that impacts an organization heavily. 
The client generally looses control over personnel and other assets to a third party. But the 
benefits of outsourcing can be high: cost reduction or adding business value through vendor 
expertise. The decision to outsource is made on a strategic level in a organization. And it 
starts with formulating a sourcing strategy.  
 
The sourcing strategy is the foundation of a companies’ outsourcing actions, and this should 
also be the case with IT outsourcing. In the sourcing strategy the considerations are 
formulated. It should include the reason why a company is outsourcing and how it wants to 
do this. This includes: selective IT sourcing or total IT outsourcing, creating a product 
portfolio, choosing sourcing options and choosing between onshore, nearshore and offshore. 
The goals behind the company will define the sourcing strategy. 
 
When the sourcing strategy is in place, an organization can start the outsourcing process. 
From their portfolio they choose the IT function that they whish to outsource. The 
organization starts with the creation of a shortlist. These vendors are sent a Request For 
Information. The vendors inform the client company about their products and services. A 
client can choose several vendors for the second round, the Invitation To Tender. Now, 
vendors need to propose their solution to the problems and questions the client companies 
have. On the basis of this information in combination with a negotiation, the client can choose 
the vendor. 
 
The next phase in the outsourcing process is the contracting phase. In this phase, vendor and 
client need to negotiate about the contract. There are three basic contract forms that can be 
set up between client and vendor: the fixed price contract, the time-and-material contract 
and the unit rate contract. All different contract forms have different characteristics and are 
advisable in different situations. The fixed price contract is most applicable for highly 
standardized projects, the time-and-material contract for projects with a unknown outcome 
and the unit rate contract in situations with many rebuy moments. 
 
Offshore IT outsourcing deals can have different characteristics, depending on the sourcing 
strategy and IT function that is being outsourced. Standardized IT functions, such as payroll 
and service desk, can be outsourced to many parties and the goal in these should be cost 
reduction. This can be done by outsourcing these functions to large, experienced vendors 
possibly in the global marketplace. Specialist IT functions such as software development 
requires different outsourcing characteristics. These functions can add value to the clients 
business and thus the focus should not be on cost reduction primarily. It could be good build 
up a long-term trustworthy relationship with a vendor. 
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2.4. Conclusion 
The offshore IT outsourcing marketplace has grown the last two decades to a massive multi 
billion dollar market. This marketplace has evolved from different fields such as the 
consultancy, ex IT departments, system houses, generic outsourcers and hardware vendors. 
The backgrounds of these companies define their core competences. In offshore IT 
outsourcing, India is leading the marketplace while China is investing to catch up.  
 
In literature of IT outsourcing, many mixed results can be found. Some say that over half of 
the outsourcing projects go out of budget and several projects completely fail. Although IT 
outsourcing is a few decades old, there still seem to be huge problems in this domain. The 
relationship between vendor and client is often mentioned as a critical part of the success of 
an outsourcing project. Wennink (2007) correctly stated “It takes two to tango”. But than the 
question arises on how a client company could choose a vendor that fits their needs.  
 
Vendor selection is arguably the most important part of IT outsourcing since research shows 
that selecting the wrong vendor can lead to high costs. This is even more so in offshore IT 
outsourcing. This selection process is a highly costly and time consuming task. This is one of 
the reasons outsourcing leads to high transaction costs. 
 
Different companies have considerations when it comes to offshore software development. 
These differences require different strategies. IT functions that do not contribute to the 
business function and are not critical can be easily outsourced. Critical systems that do not 
differentiate the business could also be a good candidate, but a trustworthy and capable 
vendor should carefully be selected. IT systems that contribute to the business and are critical 
should be kept in house. Therefore, it is important to create a portfolio of IT functions. This 
portfolio gives insight into the companies’ IT functions and can clear the way to the next step. 
Besides this, the sourcing strategy should include: the goals of sourcing, total IT outsourcing 
or selective sourcing, selecting the sourcing options and choosing between global or local 
vendors. 
 
Considerations 
Good offshore IT outsourcing starts with the sourcing strategy. This pushes managers to think 
about the considerations behind the sourcing project. The management of an organization 
must first think about their different IT functions, if they want a single vendor or multiple 
vendors in a specific area and if cost reduction or value addition is the goal. It also imposes 
questions on where to outsource to: nearshore, offshore or local. Even the internal bid must 
not be overlooked. The relationship a company whishes with its vendor is the final important 
step. Does a company choose for a competitive or co-operative relationship? With a thorough 
sourcing strategy in place, it is believed that the chance of choosing a wrong vendor (in other 
words, a vendor that does not match the client organization or project) is significantly 
reduced.  
 
In conclusion, there are four important aspects in respect to the considerations. These are: 

1. The goal of the decision. 
2. The choice for total outsourcing or selective outsourcing. 
3. The choice for offshore, nearshore or local.  
4. The type of relationship a company whishes. 

 
Characteristics 
The way a project is organized will partly define a possible outcome. These are the 
characteristics of an outsourcing project. These scope of these characteristics can be very 
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broad, so this list is not complete. What can be concluded from the literature is that the 
choice of which IT function is outsourced is an important indicator. Also, the team size, the 
technologies used and the communication are important characteristics of offshore software 
development. These are: 

1. IT functions. 
2. Technologies. 
3. Team size. 
4. Communication. 

 
Advantages 
The advantages play an important role in any outsourcing decision. This is also the case in 
offshore software development. From the literature there has been a comprehensive list of 
advantages. These are listed below in order of importance. This is measured by the number of 
times the advantage is mentioned in the literature. 

1. Reduce cost 
2. Solution to shortage IT skills 
3. Remain focused on core competences 
4. Quality of the workers 
5. Time difference 
6. Flexibility 
7. Gain competitive advantage 
8. Economies of scale 
9. Tax incentives 
10. Time reduction 

 
Problems and risks 
Offshore software development also has it’s downside in the form of problems and risks. 
These have also been extracted from academic literature. Literature focusing on offshore 
software development have emphasized on the socio-cultural aspects. The complete list, 
ordered by the number of times the problem was mentioned, is presented:  

1. Hidden costs 
2. (Geo)political Risk 
3. Trust & security 
4. Socio-Cultural 
5. Opportunistic vendor 
6. Detailed specification required 
7. Loss of future talent 
8. Loss of intellectual assets 
9. Loss of organizational performance 
10. Infrastructure and technology problems 
11. Impact on domestic staff  

 
These lists of factors influencing both the input and output factors of offshore software 
development give a basis for an empirical study. This is presented in the next chapter. 
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3. Empirical study 
This section covers the methodology and results of the interview sessions performed 
throughout this research. Two types of interviews are conducted: external (clients of 
coMakeIT) and internal (workers in India for coMakeIT). In the first section, the interview 
methodology that has been used will be presented. In section 4.2 the results from these 
interview sessions are shown and in section 4.3 conclusions will be drawn from these results. 
 

 
Figure 9: Research methodology with indication Emperical study area. 
 
This chapter focuses on the empirical part of the research, which is indicated in figure 9. For 
this empirical research, three sources are used. First, two types of interviews are conducted. 
The first is with project managers and project owners who have chosen to outsource their 
software development to India through coMakeIT. The second set of interviews is with the 
employees of coMakeIT. The team leads (the employee who leads the Indian team) are 
interviewed. The results of this can be found in section 3.4. The third resource is the historical 
data on team size and salary levels. But first, in the next paragraph, the interview 
methodology will be discussed. 

3.1. coMakeIT 
In this chapter, the empirical study is presented. Therefore, the setting will be introduced in 
this paragraph. This is the setting of the company coMakeIT, the company in which the 
master graduation student is doing the research. coMakeIT is a small Dutch company with an 
offshore development center in Hyderabad, India. In this development center over 100 
employees are developing software for Dutch clients of coMakeIT. These employees are of 
Indian nationality and are working on software development directly for the Dutch client. Most 
of these clients are product software companies. They produce and sell their own software 
products. 
 
Employees are on the payroll of coMakeIT and work in the facility of coMakeIT in India. 
coMakeIT is thus the offshore sourcing partner for its clients. The main difference between 
coMakeIT and other companies is the method of working. Most offshoring partners also take 
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on functions such as project management and planning. They are in control of the employees 
and the project at hand. This suits companies who have fixed time projects. Looking back at 
figure 7 in paragraph 2.3.1 (sourcing strategy), the transactional relationship can be 
recognized. These companies have pre-defined projects, specify them and hand them over to 
their outsourcing partner. This outsourcing partner develops the software and hands it back to 
the client. This is the traditional setup of offshore IT outsourcing. It can be recognized when 
viewing the IT Outsourcing Succes Factor Framework of Wennink (2007). For ease of reading, 
this picture is repeated in figure 10. There are two companies depicted on each side of the 
model. One delivers the specifications, the other the IT function or service. Both companies 
are accountable for the performance of the project. This is not the way coMakeIT does 
business. coMakeIT also thinks product software companies do not want to do business like 
this. Product software companies have their own way of working and would prefer to have 
control over the employees themselves. They have a software product, but do not have the 
manpower needed to add the functions and modules to this product in order to meet the 
whishes of their clients. coMakeIT believes these companies want an integrated team, 
wherever the location is. A development team that is controlled directly by the client, not by 
coMakeIT. 
 

 
Figure 10: The IT outsourcing Succes Factor Framework (Wennink 2007) 
 
The above model does not fit the situation of offshore software development at coMakeIT. 
Communication is different with offshore software development, as can be seen from the 
literature review in paragraph 2.2.5, table 2. For the model coMakeIT uses, which focuses on 
an integrated team and full control over the Indian employees, the above model needs to be 
adapted to a new framework which can be used for this research.  
 
The coMakeIT model is different from the common approach because there is no throwing 
“over the fence”. It is a resource-relationship partnership coMakeIT has with its clients when 
mapping it into figure 7 and is thus a preferred supplier. coMakeIT uses time-and-material 
contracts with open calculation. Clients can simply see how the money is spent, including the 
profit margin of coMakeIT. This way of working establishes partnership in an early stage.  
 
To adapt the Framework of Wennink (2007), the IT operations and service process of the 
client company and coMakeIT is in fact the same department. The existing Dutch teams need 
to adapt to the new employees (maybe they need to start speaking English or 
professionalizing their software development method) to the Indian team members and the 
new Indian employees need to adapt to the working habits and processes of the Dutch team. 
This is how coMakeIT creates integrated teams that cross borders but can be fully controlled 
by the client company. In figure 11 this is shown. 
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Figure 11: Adapted Framework for Offshore Software development 
 
This adapted framework shows two company profiles with the “IT operations and services” 
part overlapping. This is because the Indian teams form an integrated part of the Dutch 
company. 
 
If the software development team is virtually the same team, the question arises: who is 
responsible for what? In general, coMakeIT is responsible for the supporting tasks such as 
hard- and software maintenance, workplace, recruiting, hiring and firing, etc. The Dutch 
company is responsible for the control of the team and providing the work. Between clients, 
there can bee small differences in who is responsible for what, but this is the general setup of 
coMakeIT. Because coMakeIT uses this setup where teams are fully integrated, client 
companies can use its own software development method. Many companies use Scrum and 
coMakeIT supports small startup companies in using and setting up this development method. 
 
The remainder of this chapter is aimed at the interviews and historical data that is extracted 
from interview sessions and the company’s history. 

3.2. Research methodology 
For this research, interview sessions are conducted with client representatives and internal 
employees to collect qualitative data on the considerations, characteristics, advantages, 
problems and risks the companies have. The interviews with the client representatives will 
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take place at the client’s site. The interviews with employees will be done at coMakeIT’s site 
in Hyderabad.  
 
For these interview sessions, an interview protocol is used, see appendix E and F. This 
interview protocol is used to give a guideline to the interview. This protocol is not used to 
exactly replicate the questions. This is an exploratory research and since the client details 
differ from company to company, some questions are omitted and others are rephrased. An 
example of this is the questions on vendor selection. If the selection by a client company is 
made on the basis of personal contacts with coMakeIT, the question on how many companies 
were on the shortlist is not applicable. This is done according to the methodology described in 
Emans (2002). 
 
All client company interviews but one have been located at the clients site. One interview 
candidate had just left the client company but is still willing to talk about his experience on 
offshore IT outsourcing. This interview is conducted at the coMakeIT site in the Netherlands. 
The interview candidates have not received the interview protocol (question list) a priori to 
the interview. All interview sessions take about 1 hour. The interviews with the client 
companies were held in Dutch. 
 
The second type is interviews with team leads. Each client team has a team lead: a person 
responsible for the team and the first contact point with the team. From all the client teams 
now active (8), interviews are conducted with the team lead. One specific case, in which 2 
client companies were involved (Company C and Company I), one employee is interviewed 
because the team does not exist anymore. This employee is now handling change requests for 
Company C and is the only one left of this former team. This interview was the only 
exception; all other interviews were with the team leads. 
 
The client companies range in size from small startup companies with a few employees to a 
mid size company with a few hundred. Most companies operate in the field of producing and 
selling product software. All company names and identifiable details are made anonymous to 
secure confidentiality and discretion. This provides a basis for unbiased answers. The most 
questions are open and explanatory in nature. Some are closed like the question “How many 
employees do you have in India?” These questions are needed to provide quantitative 
information. 
 
In the final part of the interview session with the client companies, a list of problems selected 
form recent literature is presented. Interview candidates are asked to state if they recognize 
these problems in their own experience with offshore IT outsourcing. This is to match possible 
problems to specific companies. This is done at the end of the interview session so outcomes 
of the interview are not influenced. 
 
In the remainder of this chapter, the issue on validity is being answered with case study 
theory. Second, the construction of the interview protocols is shown. 
 
Interview candidate selection 
At the start of this research, coMakeIT had 9 active clients. There was also one client who has 
ended the relationship with coMakeIT. All clients were informed about this research and 
willing to co-operate in interview sessions. In total, 10 interviews were conducted with 
representatives from the 10 client cases. The representatives were the initiators of the 
offshore project or the managers responsible for the project. The interviews with the 
employees were with the team lead. This is a function in the coMakeIT setup and is 
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responsible for the team performance. With these two interview candidates, the cases can be 
viewed from both strategic and operational side. The client companies are named Company A, 
Company B … to Company I. Following will be an overview of the companies. 

• Company A: Company is a small startup company which are making and marketing a 
single software product. The complete software development is done in India, the 
functional requirements are formed in the Netherlands. 

• Company B: Company B is a midsize company which is producing and maintaining 
different software products. Most of their development is done in the Netherlands. In 
India, a small team is available. 

• Company C: Company C is a non-software company which had an offshore software 
development process in the past through Company I (consultancy and project 
management) and coMakeIT. 

• Company D: A midsize company focusing on a single software product. The company 
has doubled its development team size through offshoring with coMakeIT because 
capacity shortage.  

• Company E: A startup company with a small team in India building a single software 
product. 

• Company F: A midsize firm which produces multiple software packages in multiple 
sectors. It has software development teams Netherlands, Denmark and India (through 
coMakeIT). 

• Company G: Company G is a midsize software company producing a single software 
product. The development is done in the Netherlands and in India. 

• Company H: Company H is the founder of coMakeIT but it was cut off. Now, Company 
H is a client of coMakeIT. Company H produces software on a project basis for its 
clients and has a small team in India. 

• Company I: Company I was a consultancy firm. The company was responsible for the 
project management for the software development project at Company C. Company I 
had a small team in India. This team was terminated.  

• Company J: This company develops and markets its own software product with a team 
equally divided over the Netherlands and India. 

 
For the client interviews, the project initiator (if available) was interviewed. If this was not the 
case, a project manager was chosen. For the employee interviews, the Team Lead was 
chosen to interview, except for the Company C/I case. The team Lead is a member in the 
team who is responsible for the Indian team members.  

3.2.1. Validity 

Yin (2003) presents four tests in his book on case study research. These four tests and their 
application to this research are presented below (Yin 2003, pp. 33-38). 

• Construct validity: establishing correct operational measures for the concepts being 
used. In this research, multiple client cases with interviews on both the client and 
employee side will be conducted. This includes using multiple sources and establishes 
a chain of evidence. Also, field coding (Emans 2002) is used to capture quantities data. 
These will ensure higher construct validity. 

• Internal validity: establishing a causal relationship whereby certain conditions are 
shown to lead to other conditions, as distinguished from spurious relationships. This is 
the main goal of the research: finding considerations and characteristics leading to 
advantages and problems. This will be done using the tactic of pattern matching of 
data and explanation building. 
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• External Validity: establishing the domain to which a study’s findings can be 
generalized. This validity is tested in the analysis phase when combining literature 
data with the data collected from the case study. 

• Reliability: demonstrating that the operations of a study- such as the data collection 
procedures- can be replicated, with the same results. This is done by using a fixed 
interview protocol, using historical data to test the reliability of factual data and using 
field coding during the interview sessions. Also, all interview sessions will be recorded 
and summaries are made of each interview (appendix A and B).  

3.2.2. Creating the interview protocol 

For the creation of the interview protocol, Emans (2002) was used. In his book, Emans 
describes how an interview protocol should be constructed and how an interview should be 
done. Both aspects are taken into account for the interviews conducted. For the creation of 
the interview protocols, the ten steps depicted in figure 12 are used. 
 

Goal of the interview

Theoretic 

variables

Identification 

methods

Raw variables

Answer- and notation 

system

Instruction for 

questioning

Order of the questions

Lay-out, introduction and 

closure

Test of concept schema’s

Final protocol

 
Figure 12: Ten steps in creating an interview protocol (Emans 2002) 
 
First, the goal of the interviews is to find answers to the research questions presented in 
section 2.2. The first two research questions can be derived from practice and literature. From 
the practical point of view, interviews are a good way of obtaining knowledge about different 
cases. Multiple interviews will be devoted to a specific case. The variable list is incorporated in 
appendix C and D. Here, the following steps can also be seen. Two sets are created for each 
variable. First, the group the variable applies to is stated followed by set B: the options that 
this variable can have. There are mainly three types of variables for questions: open, field 
coding and closed. In the first two, the option list is also included in the protocol. Finally, 
when a variable needs a follow up (in case of a specific answer) these are also stated. 
 
The interview questions are written down and the answer- and notation system is 
constructed. For closed and field coding questions, the options are provided on the answer 
sheet. Also, there is enough space to make notes and write down open answers. The order of 
the questions received specific attention. For the client interviews, the questions were 
grouped and ordered following the flow of time: first the incentives of offshore IT outsourcing 
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followed by the characteristics and finally the outcome (advantages and problems). Since the 
interviewees at coMakeIT did not make decisions on offshore IT outsourcing, these interviews 
followed a different order. These interviews were ordered on the different parties a Team Lead 
have to deal with. So, first questions on the team itself, then the client company and finally 
coMakeIT. The interview starts with a short introduction of both the interviewer and the 
interviewee and is closed with the question if the interviewee has something to add to the 
discussion on offshore IT outsourcing. These interview protocols were evaluated by field 
experts. These were Gertjo Tiggelaar (for the client company interviews) and Sashikanth 
Pochimcharla (for the employee companies). Both have corresponding experience with client 
companies and internal employees. 

3.2.3. Variables in framework 

Form the literature review, several variables are extracted as shown in Appendix C and D. 
These variables are listed in paragraph 2.4. These are categorized into Considerations, Project 
characteristics, Advantages and Problems & risks. In figure 13 these factors are placed on the 
offshore software development framework.  
 
The literature review showed that the decision to choose offshore IT outsourcing was done in 
the sourcing strategy. This was the responsibility of the management. It was also shown that 
the sourcing strategy should be in line with the company’s business strategy. Therefore, the 
considerations are placed in the “Business strategy” and “IT strategy” particles of the 
framework. 
 
The project characteristics are operational level variables. These are subject to the “IT 
operations and service” particle. This operation is influenced by both the client company and 
the vendor, coMakeIT in this case. The client employees must adapt to working with the new 
employees while the Indian employees must adapt to the Dutch working standards. The 
project characteristics are also influenced by the competences of both vendor and client. The 
way the company approaches partnership, the software development methods used and 
communicational skills are important competences a company must have. 
 
The advantages, problems and risks are linked to the output in this framework, as can be 
seen above. These are performance variables. The more a client company takes advantages 
from the outsourcing deal, the better the performance. On the other hand, more problems 
and risks will reflect negatively on the performance. 
 
This framework is used to extract the variables from the literature and construct the interview 
protocols. Important is the selection of the variables to measure. This theory is extracted 
from the literature review and is presented in the next paragraph for the client interviews. 
This is directly followed by the results. In paragraph 3.5 and 3.6, the same is done for the 
employee interviews. 
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Figure 13: Variables in offshore software development framework 
 

3.3. Variable selection client companies 
The variables of interest follow from the literature review conducted in advance and are 
shown in chapter 2 (and listed in paragraph 2.4). The variable list is included in Appendix C 
(client company interviews) and Appendix D (Employees interviews). In this section, a 
justification of these variables is given.  

3.3.1. Considerations 

Reason for offshore outsourcing 
The first variable of interest is reason for offshore outsourcing. This is the prime decision 
factor. As shown in the literature review, many companies drive on cost. An increasing 
amount of companies pursuing offshore software development, is doing this because the 
resources are to hard to find in the domestic countries. It will be interesting to see what 
coMakeIT’s clients are outsourcing for.  
 
 
Goals 
The goals of a company are not the same as a decision factor. It is possible that a company 
decides to go for offshore software development because of the shortage in skilled people, but 
that the goal is to grow is size or speed or reduce costs. A company can have multiple goals. 
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Vendor selection 
In the interview protocol, there are 2 variables in relation to the vendor selection. The first is 
on the selection process (was it formal or informal) and the second on the selection itself. 
These are formed as open questions which give the interviewee the opportunity to explain 
their vendor selection process.  

3.3.2. Project characteristics 

View on outsourcing 
From the recent literature it is derived that outsourcing can be viewed as a partnership or 
simply procurement. For this research it is interesting to find out how the client companies 
view their outsourcing deal with coMakeIT. Do they view it as a strategic partnership or as a 
purchasing process?  
 
IT functions outsourced 
The value of this variable is to see if the client companies are outsourcing their core 
competences or commodities. Literature says that core competences should not be 
outsourced. 
 
Technology 
To see if there is a link between outsourced technology and the potential success, technology 
is an important variable to research. There are three basic categories: Java development, 
.NET development and web development. 
 
Experiences with outsourcing to India 
This variable is an output variable to measure the satisfaction of the outsourced project. 
There are three classifications: good, average and bad to indicate how they feel about the 
outsourcing deal with coMakeIT. 
 
Expected cost 
This is another output variable to measure the expected costs of offshore outsourcing. Are the 
costs predictable in relation to the expectation. 
 
How many workers in Netherlands and India 
These two variables are the number of people working on the project in the Netherlands and 
in India through coMakeIT.  
 
Treatment 
This variable measures the treatment of the employees in India. It is formed as an open 
question to find if the employees are treated equally as their Dutch colleagues and to find the 
differences in treatment besides their basic salary. 
 
Experienced cost differences 
This output variable expresses the experienced cost difference between a Dutch employee 
and an Indian one. This variable gives an indication on how a manager thinks about the cost 
savings of offshore outsourcing. 
 
Communication 
This open question variable is to get a qualitative answer to the question on how the 
communication is set up. Which channels does the company use and how frequent is the 
communication? This is an important aspect according to the software development literature. 
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3.3.3. Advantages 

Advantages experienced 
This is an important output variable of the framework. Which advantage did the client 
company experience? This is an open ended question.  
 
Founding factors 
To link the advantage to a possible founding factor, the question was asked to state which 
prime factor was causing the client company to exploit this advantage. 
 
Advantages 
From the literature, there is a list of advantages. This will be shown to the interview 
candidate. He will be asked if he recognizes the advantages shown on the sheet of paper. This 
will give a quantitative answer to which advantages are experienced in specific cases.  

3.3.4. Problems and Risks 

Problems and risks experienced 
The same way the advantages are covered, so are the problems and risks covered. In the 
interview session the interview candidate is asked to state the main problems and risks they 
have experienced. 
 
Founding factors 
To link the problems and risks to a possible founding factor, the question was asked to state 
which prime factor was causing the client company to suffer from this. 
 
Problems and risks  
Again, the interview candidate is shown a sheet of paper with problems and risks derived 
from the literature on this topic. The question is if the candidates recognizes the statement 
made in the list. 
 
The results of this research are presented in the next paragraph. 

3.4. Results Client companies 
In this paragraph, the results of the interview sessions with representatives of the client 
companies are presented. This paragraph is structured according to the interview protocol, 
starting with the considerations. The individual interview transcriptions are included in 
appendix A. 

3.4.1. Considerations 

Primary decision factor 
The considerations are the first variable of interest. The interview candidates were asked what 
the reason was for their sourcing decision. In table 3 the results are displayed.   
 
Table 3 Primary decision factor mentioned 
Decision factor A B C D E F G H I J 
Capacity Y Y N Y N Y Y Y Y Y 
Price or costs N N Y N N N N N N N 
Location N N N N Y N N N N N 
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As can be seen from the results, the capacity argument is the most frequently named. 
coMakeIT’s clients are mainly product software development companies with expansion 
problems. Here it shows that the traditional cost argument is not a primary decision factor. 
One interview candidate stated that he initially tried to hire Dutch employees, but that this 
was simply not possible.  
 
Goals 
The next question focuses on the goals that the company had with regards to the offshore 
sourcing decision. Here, cost was definitely an important factor, next to the expansion. 
 
Table 4 goals mentioned 
Goals A B C D E F G H I J 
Expansion Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y 
Speed N N Y N N N N N 
Lowering cost Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

ND 

N 

ND 

ND = No Data. 
 
Vendor selection 
None of the clients had a predefined vendor selection process. Most interviewed persons had 
a personal connection with coMakeIT. The larger companies spent more time deciding and 
had more companies on the shortlist, but the vendor selection process was never a detailed 
predefined path. 

3.4.2. Project Characteristics 

Relationship 
All interviewees but one (Company C) described their relationship as a long term partnership. 
Company C viewed outsourcing purely as a purchasing process. This is because of the nature 
of their project characteristics. Company C simply had a project that needed to be done and 
not a fixed development team. Also, most companies found that they were outsourcing their 
core competences (not Company C). This does not fit a client-supplier relationship. 
 
Outsourced technology 
To find out if the technology variable was an indicator of success, the question was asked 
what the primary technology was that was sourced to India. The results are presented in 
table 5.  
 
Table 5 Primary outsourced technology 
Technology A B C D E F G H I J 
Java N N N Y Y N Y N N N 
Web technology N N Y N N N N Y Y N 
Microsoft .NET Y Y N N N Y N N N Y 
 
Experiences with offshore outsourcing 
The interview candidates were asked what their general experiences were with their sourcing 
decision. Almost all interviewed clients classified their offshore outsourcing project as good, 
only one classified it as bad. This client (Company I) has ended the relationship with 
coMakeIT. 
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Table 6 general experiences with offshore outsourcing 
General experience A B C D E F G H I J 
Good Y Y Y Y N Y Y N N Y 
Average N N N N Y N N Y N N 
Bad N N N N N N N N Y N 
 
Experiences with costs 
All interviewees found the costs predictable. They knew on forehand how many employees 
they would have in India and the open calculation model of coMakeIT made the costs very 
predictable.  
 
Communication 
All interviewees stated that communication on team level was on a daily basis between the 
Netherlands and India.  
 
Estimated costs difference between Netherlands and India 
The interviewees were asked to estimate the total cost difference between a Dutch employee 
and one from India. These results are shown in table 7. 
 
Table 7 Estimated cost difference between Netherlands and India 
Cost difference of 
Indian worker 

A B C D E F G H I J 

1/4 N N N N Y Y N N N 
1/3 Y N N N N N Y N N 
1/2 N Y Y Y N N N N Y 
More expensive  N N 

ND 

N N N N N Y N 
ND = No Data. 

3.4.3. Advantages 

The interview candidates were asked to state the advantages they had experienced since the 
sourcing decision so far. Almost all candidates first mention the availability of resources. 
When needed, coMakeIT provides the people that are needed. Next to this, also cost savings 
are mentioned by the interviewees. 
 
The interview candidates are also presented with a list of possible advantages, derived form 
literature. This list consists of six primary advantages of offshore IT outsourcing. These 
advantages are: 
 
A1) Lower costs 
A2) Availability of skilled people 
A3) Longer development time per day 
A4) Faster development 
A5) Better focus on core competences 
A6) Qualitative people 
 
For company A and B this question was not presented, so there is no data available. The 
results are presented in table 8. 
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Table 8 Advantages 
Company A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 
Comp A 
Comp B 

No Data 

Comp C Y Y N Y Y Y 
Comp D Y Y N Y N Y 
Comp E Y N N Y N Y 
Comp F Y Y Y N Y N 
Comp G Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Comp H Y Y N N N N 
Comp I Y Y Y N Y Y 
Comp J Y Y N Y N N 
Total(8) 8 7 3 5 4 5 
Score 100 88 38 63 50 63 
 
As can be seen from column A1, the first advantage (lower costs) was recognized by all. The 
advantage of the availability of employees (A2) is recognized by all but one. Advantage A3, 
the advantage of the time difference between Europa and India, is only recognized by 3. The 
other advantages are recognized by at least half of the interviewees.  

3.4.4. Problems and Risks 

In the last section of the interviews, the problems were discussed. As with the advantages, 
first the interviewees were asked to present there own problems and risks. The most noted 
problems with their offshore software development process were communication, distance 
and socio-cultural related issues. The lack of critical thinking and development quality in India 
were mentioned. This was in contrast with the literature review on IT outsourcing, where 
these issues were hardly mentioned.  
 
The list of problems and risks derived from literature did not focus on these social, cultural 
and communication issues but many of these problems and risks could be derived from this. 
For example, P11 Opportunistic personnel, was recognized by many interviewees because 
employees were not critical of themselves and their work. This is due to the cultural 
differences. The interviewees tend to think that their Indian workers grade themselves higher 
that Dutch employees would do. 
 
The complete list of problems and risks 
 
P1) Higher overhead costs 
P2) Lower development speed 
P3) Lower quality 
P4) Less innovation 
P5) Increasing price of personnel 
P6) Intellectual property leaks 
P7) Loosing a strategic advantage 
P8) Losing control 
P9) High turnover of employees 
P10) Vendor lock-in 
P11) Opportunistic personnel 
 
In table 9, the recognition of these problems is shown. 
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Table 9 Problems and Risks 
Company P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 
Comp A N N N Y Y N N N N N N 
Comp B Y Y N N Y N N Y N N N 
Comp C Y N N N N Y N N N N N 
Comp D Y N N Y Y N N N N N Y 
Comp E Y N Y N N Y N N N N Y 
Comp F Y Y Y N N N N Y N N Y 
Comp G N Y Y N N N N N N N Y 
Comp H Y Y Y N N Y N N N N Y 
Comp I N Y N Y N N N N N N Y 
Comp J N N N N Y N N N N N Y 
Total(10) 6 5 4 3 4 3 0 2 0 0 7 
Score 60 50 40 30 40 30 0 20 0 0 70 
 
Problem P11 is the most recognizable. 7 out of 10 recognize opportunistic personnel in one 
way or the other. Many of these answers originate from (socio-) cultural differences. Problem 
P6 was acknowledged by more than half the interviewees. Problem P7, P9 and P10 were not 
recognized by a single interviewee. This is probably the case because of the size of the 
companies (small to mid size) and the coMakeIT model.  

3.4.5. Preliminary conclusions 

Considerations 
From the initial data extracted from the client interviews some preliminary conclusions can be 
made. In the field of the considerations, it is surprising that most companies chose for this 
sourcing option due to capacity reasons. Cost is a second incentive. Many interview 
candidates state that capacity was not available at reasonable costs and they thus were 
forced to choose for offshore. Also, none of the companies had a formal vendor selection 
process in place.  
 
Characteristics 
Within this category, a surprising finding is that client companies emphasis on 
communication. It was also stated in the literature that communication was important and 
that linguistic and socio-cultural differences could appose problems, and this is supported by 
the interview sessions. Furthermore, there is a range of technologies that are outsourced and 
team size differs among the teams. 
 
Advantages 
The most common advantage is the cost savings. All interviewees state this. All advantages 
from literature are recognized by at least 3 candidates.  
 
Problems & risks 
The problems and risks are mostly recognized by the interview candidates. Communication 
and socio-cultural problems are the most mentioned. Interestingly, this is not heavily covered 
in IT outsourcing literature. 
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3.5. Variable selection Indian workers 
In this section the construction of the interview protocol is presented for the interview 
sessions with the Indian employees. This is done in the same way as in paragraph 3.3. See 
Appendix D for the variable list.  
 
This interview protocol focuses on the project characteristics, the advantages and problems 
from the Indian viewpoint. The interview starts with a set of questions about the team, 
followed by questions about the client company and finally coMakeIT. It is done in this way 
because the interviewees are not the decision makers of offshore sourcing. The team leads 
are responsible for the team and the communication with the client. Also, coMakeIT plays a 
role in the relationship so questions on this topic conclude the interview sessions. 

3.5.1. Team 

Responsibility of team 
The responsibility of the team is an open question and has the goal of extracting knowledge 
on how the team lead views the team’s responsibility.  
 
Roles of team members 
This variable is field coded on the different functions of the team members. There were 5 
typical IT functions extracted from the literature review which could be considered to 
outsource.  
 
Team structure 
For the research it is important to know if the teams are mixed (Dutch and Indian workers on 
one development team) or dedicated (a team in the Netherlands and a team in India).  
 
Goal of the team 
This variable is targeted to explore the goals of the team. It is presented as an open question.  
 
Outcome of the team so far 
For this variable, the team leads need to provide examples of results they have achieved so 
far. This can be anything on their mind. The goal is to get a grip on what type of work the 
team is doing. 
 
Technical level 
This variable answers the question how the team lead views the technical level of the work of 
the team members. The classification for this variable is high, average or low. 
 
Experienced successes 
In this variable team leads explain what their experienced successes as a team were. This can 
give insight to what a team has done and which projects have been successful.  
 
Experienced problems 
In the same way as above, the interview candidates are asked to explain possible failures 
they have experienced with the team. 

3.5.2. Client company 

Role of the client company 
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The role of the client company is an interesting variable because of the different parties 
involved in the process as shown in figure 13. For this research it is important to know how 
the development teams think about the roles between the two companies 
 
Positive experiences 
This is an open question variable to find positive aspects of the client company. 
 
Negative experiences 
Same as above, however to reveal negative experiences the teams have encountered. 
Important to find improvement points.  
 
Communication with client company 
From the Indian point of view, how do they view the communication with the Dutch client 
company? How often and which channels are used are important potential findings. 
 
Provided work 
How do the team leads view the provided work? This open question is followed up by the 
question of possible improvements. 

3.5.3. coMakeIT 

Role of coMakeIT 
This variable shows the Indian side of the role of coMakeIT. coMakeIT has a different model 
than other offshore partners and it is interesting to see how the team leads view this. 
 
Positive experiences 
This variable is intended to let the team lead tell about the positive experiences he had with 
working with coMakeIT.  
 
Negative experiences 
The same as above, only now the negative experiences. This information could be interesting 
for improving the working environment at coMakeIT. 
 
Leaving employees 
This variable measures the potential high turnover in personnel as literature indicates.  
 
Wages 
How do the Team Leads think about the wages coMakeIT calculates for the employees of the 
team? Is this higher or lower than average, to the opinion of the Team Lead. 
 
Working environments 
How does the team experience the working environment provided by coMakeIT? This is 
followed by a question on possible improvements. 

3.6. Results Indian workers 
In this paragraph the results of the interviews with the Indian Team Leads.  

3.6.1. Team 

Responsibility of the team 
The most quoted answer to this question was simply doing the tasks the client company 
asked for. All teams, except the C/I team, are a part of the client’s team and worked directly 
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for them. The tasks teams are doing are programming, design, project management (mostly 
the Team Lead) etc. The different roles present at a team can be seen in “Roles of the team 
members”.  
 
Roles of the team members 
When asked which roles different team members had, it was checked if specific roles were 
present among the Indian team members, not the quantity. Within teams, some roles were 
differently defined. For the result, I used the following definitions (extracted from the Scrum 
development methodology).  
 

• Functional designer: A software architect who (in cooperation with the Dutch client 
company) is responsible for the design of functions in the software project. Only one 
Team had this role (Company D, see table 10). 

• Software architect: A software engineer who can make architectural decisions 
(mainly technical). Most of the teams had these. 

• Software engineer: A programmer. All teams had these and some teams only 
consisted of these types of workers. 

• Tester: A tester is a role in the software development process. Most teams do not 
have specific testers. In some cases a software engineer took this role, but the most 
common case was that the testing was done in the Netherlands, possibly by the 
functional designer (for functional requirements).  

 
Table 10 Roles of the team members 
Roles of the team 
members in India 

A B C/I D E F G H J 

Functional designer N N N Y N N N N N 
Software architect Y N N Y Y N Y Y Y 
Software engineer Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Tester N N N Y N N Y N Y 
 
As can be seen from table 10, most teams had the basic setup of a software architect and an 
engineer. Only one company had the full scope of people in their Indian team. 
 
Software development method 
For this research, it is important to know how the team setup was organized. In software 
development, many different software development methods are available. The most common 
with coMakeIT’s clients is Scrum. Many team leads say the team uses some elements of 
scrum in one way or the other.  Only two teams fully use the scrum methodology to support 
their software development. Many teams use an ad-hoc approach. 
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Table 11 Software development method 
Development 
method 

A B C/I D E F G H J 

Scrum N N N Y N N N N Y 
Scrum like Y N N N Y N N Y N 
Depending on project 
(Ad-hoc) 

N Y Y N N Y Y N N 

 
Team formation 
One of the interesting project characteristics is the team formation. Here, there are three 
flavors. These are: 

• Mixed: Mixed teams are formed within the whole pool of workers.  
• Separated: There are two separated teams: one in India and one in the Netherlands. 

These two teams operate independent of the other.  
• Depending on project: These teams are formed, depending on the project. Sometimes 

mixed, sometimes dedicated. 
The overview table is depicted in table 12 
 
Table 12 Team formation 
Team formation A B C/I D E F G H J 
Mixed  N N N Y N N N N Y 
Separated Y Y Y N Y N Y N N 
Depending on project N N N N N Y N Y N 
 
Technical level 
The project characteristic technical level is asked to get an expert opinion on the technical 
level of the work at hand. The results are shown in table 13. 
 
Table 13 Perceived technical level 
Technical level A B C/I D E F G H J 
High Y N N Y Y Y N Y Y 
Average N Y Y N N N Y N N 
Low N N N N N N N N N 
 

3.6.2. Client company 

The set questions targeted at the client company were intended to understand the role of the 
client in the project management perspective. Every interviewee stated that the role of the 
client was to provide the team members work items. The client company is responsible for the 
work they give to the team, not coMakeIT. The problems the team leads noticed with the 
client company were mainly on communicational level. The cultural differences between India 
and the Netherlands are sometimes large. In some individual cases, there were some 
problems, but the team leads were satisfied in general with the client company. 

3.6.3. coMakeIT 

The interview ended with questions on coMakeIT and their role in the relationship. All 
interview candidates agreed that coMakeIT has a facilitating role. The building, the 
infrastructure, the network and the power supply but also recruitment, salary negotiations 
and training. Many team leads were satisfied with coMakeIT, but there were also some 
problems. The most mentioned was the responsibility question. Who is responsible for what? 
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When a team has a problem of a failing backup server, is the client or coMakeIT responsible? 
This issue has been mentioned multiple times by different team leads. 
 
Perception of salaries of team members 
The team leads were also asked to classify the salaries of their team members higher, 
average or lower than average. The results are shown in table 14. 
 
Table 14 
Salaries of team 
members 

A B C/I D E F G H J 

Higher Y N Y N Y N N 
Average N N N Y N N Y 
Lower N Y 

ND 

N 

ND 

N N Y N 
 

3.6.4. Preliminary conclusions 

The interview sessions are not structured to the list of 4 factors. As stated in paragraph 3.5, 
the interview protocol is organized on the team, client company and coMakeIT level. For the 
preliminary conclusions, the basic structure of the factors will be used again. The 
considerations are excluded, because the interviewees were not the decision makers.  
 
Characteristics 
The team is responsible for the work that the client company provides. The setup of the 
teams differs among the clients. This is mainly shown in the roles that are represented in the 
teams and the team formation. There are also some differences in the perception in team 
salaries. Only two team leads classify the salaries lower than average. 
 
Advantages 
Different team leads stated that many deadlines were met by the team and that the team has 
learnt to successfully produce software for the client. On a personal level, employees found 
that they gained lots of knowledge in the specific technical or functional area. The turnover of 
employees within the teams was also low. 
 
Problems & risks 
The most problems arise are due to cultural differences. The team leads state that sometimes 
the Dutch do not understand the Indian culture. Different family related issues were reported, 
but in total, the problems were minor.   

3.7. Historical data 
To complete the view on the 10 cases, there is historical data on team size. Team size is an 
objective measure for possible team success. If a client is not satisfied with a team, they 
would not expand their relationship with coMakeIT. Declining team sizes indicate less interest 
from the Dutch client company.  
 
In figure 14 a graph is plotted in which team size is shown since December 2006. This shows 
all teams and the number of team members in the team. The stats are derived from the 
employee database from coMakeIT.  
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Figure 14: Variables in offshore software development framework 
 
In the above graph it shows Company D is the fastest and most growing team of the 
coMakeIT clients. Company G is second. Both companies stated that in the interview sessions 
that they are highly satisfied with coMakeIT as their outsourcing partner.  
 
Salary is another objective measure of satisfaction and devotion. If a client does not focus on 
cost but on qualitative people, the payment should be higher than the market average. The 
results of this objective measure is shown in table 15, team salary classification. 
 
Table 15:  Team salary classification 
Team 50 60 >70 
Comp A No Data No Data No Data 
Comp B - 80% 20% 
Comp C/I - - - 
Comp D 20% 30% 50% 
Comp E 50% 30% 20% 
Comp F 25% 50% 25% 
Comp G 30% 50% 20% 
Comp H 50% - 50% 
Comp J 33% 33% 33% 
 
In the horizontal axis the salary percentiles are shown. For example, 80% of the employees 
that work in the Indian team for Company B are in percentile 60. This means that 40% of the 
market has higher salaries and 60% lower. The higher the percentage in the highest 
percentile (>70) indicates that these employees earn a high salary and that less then 30% of 
their competitors earn more.  
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All client teams have at least average salary but most team members earn more. Company D 
and H has the most employees in the >70th percentile which indicates a high salary with 
respect to the market standard.  

3.7.1. Preliminary conclusions 

From the historical data alone, no case-specific conclusions can be drawn. The data can 
support further analysis when combined with the interview results. What can be seen is that 
two teams are fundamentally increasing in size and all employees earn at least the market 
average. 

3.8. Conclusions 
The empirical research has resulted in a comprehensive set of information. There is a lot of 
diversity among the different companies. Mainly in the field of outsourced technology, 
Development methodology, team roles and team formation. There are also many similarities. 
This has to do with the set of companies: all are clients of coMakeIT. Most companies are 
product software companies in the sense that they own and develop a software product. 
Company F and C/I are exception to this. The characteristics for most companies (except 
Company C/I and Company E) is expansion. This seems to be the driving reason for 
companies to make the decision to choose coMakeIT. These companies are not looking for 
project based software development outsourcing, but for a stable team which they can control 
themselves.  
 
The historical data partly supports what was found from the interviews. Company D is the 
largest and has the fastest growing team and pays the highest salaries. The companies which 
are not fully satisfied (Companies H and I) show a decline or even a cancelation of their team 
size. The salary classification shows there is some diversity among the teams, but that this is 
not large. 
 
The results of the interview sessions show that not costs but capacity is the reason the go 
offshore. This is due to the coMakeIT model: focusing on sustainable growth and partnership. 
These results thus cannot be generalized for all outsourcing projects, but are specific to 
offshore software development where capacity is the main goal. This is also supported by the 
fact that none of the client interviewees recognized traditional outsourcing problems and risks 
like Loosing a strategic advantage, High turnover of employees and Vendor lock-in. They did 
have problems in the socio-cultural spectrum and language difference. 
 
The main problem found at the coMakeIT site in India was that some teams had problems 
with the responsibility question. The team is balancing between the client that gives the work 
and coMakeIT that is responsible for the facilitating activities. Sometimes this can gives 
problems.  
 
In the following sub-sections the conclusions will be mapped into the four aspects as used 
earlier. In the next chapter, the results from the empirical study will be compared with the 
results from the literature study. 
 
Considerations 
The most surprising finding here was that client companies were expanding their software 
development team to support future growth. The client companies did experience lower costs 
from their offshore sourcing; this was never the main reason to choose for this option.  
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Characteristics 
The question of who is responsible for what is applicable for coMakeIT and its customers. This 
differs from many other known setups and thus needs to be handled with care. Furthermore, 
there are many different characteristics among the clients and these need to be analyzed in 
the next chapter. 
 
Advantages 
The advantage list from the literature review was recognized by most of the coMakeIT clients, 
so there seems lots of support for this. Here, a list of advantages is given sorted to the 
number of recognitions in the client interviews. 
 

1. Lower costs 
2. Availability of skilled people 
3. Faster development 
4. Qualitative people 
5. Better focus on core competences 
6. Longer development time per day 

 
Although lower costs were not the goal, this advantage was recognized by all client 
interviewees. The availability of skilled people was also recognized in most client interviews. 
 
Problems and risks 
Not all problems where recognized from the list of problems that was shown to the client 
interviewee. Almost all interview candidates did mention that communication issues where the 
main problem. This has been added to the list of problems and risks. Opportunistic personnel 
was recognized most from the list. Interviewees stated that employees in India generally 
overestimate their own skills and effort. This is also reflected by the Perception of salaries of 
team members. Only three team leads grade the salaries of the team members higher than 
average. All teams at coMakeIT earn at least market average salary, most employees earn 
more. The third most common problem was the higher overhead costs due to offshore 
sourcing. The complete list follows now. 
 

1. Communication 
2. Opportunistic personnel 
3. Higher overhead costs 
4. Lower development speed 
5. Lower quality 
6. Increasing price of personnel 
7. Less innovation 
8. Intellectual property leaks 
9. Losing control 

 
In all, from this information an analysis can be conducted to find success factors. Mainly in 
the area’s in which the teams differ (team setup), this information can be valuable. In the 
next section this analysis will be shown. 
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4. Results analysis 
In this chapter, an analysis of the results of the literature study and the empirical study are 
shown. In good tradition, the research model is shown with an indication of the research area 
in figure 15. 
 

 
Figure 15: Research model with analysis area indicated 
 
This chapter consists of two parts: the analysis & discussion and the risk assessment tool. 
This will be the content of the following two paragraphs.  

4.1. Analysis & discussion 
This research, which consists of a literature review and an empirical study, has found some 
new insights in the domain of offshore software development. These findings are presented in 
this paragraph.  
 
Differences between software development and other IT functions 
In the literature review it was found that offshore software development had mostly the same 
advantages as offshore IT outsourcing. Because software development is a task which 
requires highly skilled professionals, the problems and risks were different. Both fields 
recognize trust, (geo-)political risks and hidden costs as important problems, but the 
literature on offshore software development focused on social and cultural factors while the 
general IT outsourcing literature hardly mentions it. This was also supported by the empirical 
study where the interview candidates representing the client company generally recognized 
all advantages and three of the disadvantages were not recognized by a single interview 
candidate. Most interview candidates stated that the communication was the most important 
factor of problems between the Dutch and the Indian offshore team. Software development 
requires a higher level of understanding and skill and therefore communication is more 
important than in other IT functions. 
 
Importance of the sourcing strategy 
In the literature review it was found that the sourcing strategy is important if an organization 
has sourcing needs. This sourcing strategy should include the considerations of the 
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organization. Why does an organization want to (out)source? Decisions should be made on 
three important aspects: 

1. The goals of the sourcing decision 
2. Single sourcing or multiple sourcing 
3. Global or local sourcing 
4. Strategic relationship or competitive relationship 

From the interview results in the empirical study it was found that these four aspects were all 
points of attention when considering sourcing options, but the companies did not have a 
formal sourcing strategy. This could be due to the smaller size of the companies in the 
empirical study.  The true decision factor was capacity, which was not locally available. It was 
thus not choice for the companies, but a necessity. All the companies were midsize or small 
and had one software development department. They all wanted a single vendor for their 
offshoring activities. Also, because the focus was not on costs, 9 out of 10 stated they 
preferred a strategic partnership instead of a competitive relationship. 
 
Companies feel they are outsourcing their core competences 
The interviews conducted at the clients sight revealed that almost all clients felt that they 
were outsourcing their core competences. This is surprising since almost every management 
book will tell you different. The truth however is that companies do not transfer resources, 
decision rights or other assets to coMakeIT. coMakeIT hires new employees from the market 
while the client remains in control.  
 
Capacity as most important argument 
It was an interesting observation that almost all of the coMakeIT clients had capacity as their 
main argument for offshore software development. Costs were on a second level. Some 
interview candidates from Dutch clients stated that they initially rather had Dutch employees, 
but that this was simply not possible. Software professionals are hard to find in the 
Netherlands but can be found in India at acceptable costs.  
 
Ownership and responsibility 
It was stated multiple times that giving ownership to an Indian team was important. The 
team members feel responsible for what they make and take pride in their work. They feel 
appreciated for what they do. This was an important finding which is hardly mentioned in the 
literature. I believe that this might be one of the most important aspects of offshore software 
development. 
 
Technology is not important 
There seems to be no relation between outsourced technology and performance. Three 
different technologies were discriminated but they do not seem to differ among each other 
performance wise. Literature states that some technology experts are hard to find in India, 
but Interview candidates say that this is also the case in The Netherlands. 
 
Communication is important 
As was found in the literature review as well as in the empirical study, communication is an 
important aspect of offshore software development. Face-to-face communication is important 
to build personal relationships while frequent use of digital communication is needed to 
manage the tasks at hand and keep each other informed. Surprisingly, many client companies 
also communicated about other things beside the tasks at hand. Many companies updated the 
Indian team about market changes and the company’s strategic focus. The goal was in these 
cases to treat the Indian team as their own and this reflected positively in improving 
understanding in each others culture and communication style. 
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Team size and difference 
This research also found that the team sizes should be substantial and comparable to each 
other. If a large Dutch software development team has a very small Indian team, this will 
likely lead to a situation where the Indian team is not taken serious. The team only receives 
simple tasks (like bug fixes) with no ownership or responsibility. Preferable, the teams are of 
equal size and have similar responsibilities. 
 
Different co-ordination mechanisms 
In the empirical study it was found that client companies used different co-ordination 
mechanisms. This is the most important difference between the teams and is therefore a good 
candidate to discriminate between them. Basically, there are two factors influencing the co-
ordination mechanisms: 

1. The use of a software development method like Scrum 
2. The use of geographically mixed or separated project team formation 

 
These two variables have 6 different combinations. This is shown in Table 16. These co-
ordination mechanisms have been given names which are also shown in the table. The term 
iterative has deliberately been used to replace Scrum. This is done because the findings do 
not advocate the use of Scrum specific, but iterative software development methods in 
general. Between the brackets the number of cases which are found in the empirical study is 
shown. 
 
Table 16: Co-ordination mechanisms 
 Geographically mixed Geographically 

separated 
Scrum Mixed iterative (2) 

Companies D and J* 
Separated iterative (1) 
Company J* 

Elements of Scrum Mixed methodological (1) 
Company H** 

Separated methodological 
(2) 
Companies A and E 

Ad-hoc Mixed ad-hoc (1) 
Company F** 

Separated ad-hoc (3) 
Companies B, C/I and G 

* This team used both co-ordination mechanisms for their offshore software development 
** The team leads have indicated that it was dependant on the project whether to use mixed 
of separated teams. For ease of use, these have been categorized as Geographically mixed 
because this option does occur. 
 
Due to the low number of case studies (9) it is not possible to extract statistical data. 
Therefore, the three co-ordination mechanisms with corresponding case study data will be 
evaluated individually. The findings are: 

• Mixed iterative can be used best in companies producing a single software package 
with a large team. The best evidence for this is the experience the interviewee from 
Company J had. He started out with the separated iterative mechanism for two distinct 
software projects. Each team had ownership over their own project. This worked out 
very well, according to the interviewee. But when one project was finished, the other 
project was split into two: frontend and backend. Although it was split, it was still one 
software product and this gave lots of troubles. The productivity of both separated 
teams went down and lots of communication problems were experienced. Then, the 
company switched to the Mixed iterative mechanism. This proved to work well and the 
productivity went up. The interview with Company D supports this. This company has 
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one software product which needs constant development to meet customer needs. 
From the beginning the mixed iterative setup was chosen and the company is very 
satisfied with this decision. This is now the largest and fastest growing client of 
coMakeIT. 

• Separated iterative. Although there were no specific cases of this co-ordination 
mechanism at present, one company had a positive experience with this mechanism. 
This worked when the client company had two separated software products in 
development. This company moved to Mixed iterative when one project was finished 
and the two teams had to merge. 

• Mixed methodological can be used in a project based setting, which is the case for 
Company H. This company classified their offshore sourcing activities as average. It 
was difficult for this company to use the potential of the Indian team members due to 
the project based way of working.  

• Separated methodological. This mechanism seems to be applicable for small teams. 
This mechanism is called like this because it generally uses a methodological approach, 
but is not as complete as a full iterative methodology. All cases in this co-ordination 
mechanism have small teams in India. These cases don’t have a Dutch team at all and 
thus the Indian team is the only development team the company has. Due to the small 
size, the full spectrum of Scrum cannot be achieved. The fact that there is no Dutch 
team means by definition that it cannot be a mixed team. One client company grades 
their sourcing activities as average while most other companies grade it with a good. 
Also, this company recently started increasing their devotion to Scrum due to lacking 
results. There was a need to be more structural once the team started growing. This 
team is moving to Separated iterative, because there is no Dutch team. The first 
findings of this new approach are positive. The company has expanded their team and 
productivity has gone up. This shows that there is evidence that the separated 
methodological co-ordination mechanism is a mechanism to avoid. The only exception 
to this is for small start-up teams.  

• Mixed ad-hoc was used by one company on occasion. This company has multiple 
development teams in the Netherlands, Denmark and India. Depending on the project, 
they setup a sub-team among their workers, sometimes mixed ad-hoc. Their 
experiences with offshoring were good, but the cost advantages were minimal. In the 
interview, the Dutch client said the employees were about 50% cheaper, but also 50% 
slower. This setup only works when the client company works on multiple products. 
Although there is not much evidence, it seems this setup is less advisable and client 
companies should move to mixed methodological if possible. 

• Separated ad-hoc was a used among the coMakeIT clients in three cases. One of 
these teams belonged to the larger clients of coMakeIT and they experienced good 
results. The other two had considerable problems. One project was cancelled after 
completion and another team is small in relation to the Dutch counterpart. This team 
experienced long periods without work. The larger team is really satisfied about the 
sourcing deal and started increasing its team size. This team also has a broad team of 
employees (architects, engineers and testers), so the Indian team can operate 
separately from the Dutch. This team also has ownership over de products they make 
and this is shown to be a positive aspect of offshore software development. In the 
cases where this is difficult (because of the small team size in relation to the Dutch 
counterpart) this setup should be avoided. 

 
It seems that different companies require different co-ordination mechanisms. The software 
development method that is used plays an important role. In the following table the different 
mechanisms are shown and their application in practice. 
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Table 17: Overview of co-ordination mechanisms and their application 
Co-ordination 
mechanism 

Application Required 

Mixed iterative For large, single product 
software development 
teams in both the 
Netherlands and India. 

Frequent communication 
at employee level, overlap 
between working hours. 

Separated iterative For large, multiple product 
software development 
teams in India and The 
Netherlands. 

Give ownership to the 
Indian team. 

Mixed methodological Unknown Unknown 
Separated methodological  For small software 

development teams that 
cannot cover a full 
software development 
method. 

Give ownership to the 
Indian team. 

Mixed ad-hoc For companies that work 
on multiple software 
products. 

Frequent communication 
on project management 
level. 

Separated ad-hoc For companies which have 
dividable and predictable 
work, project based. 

Frequent communication 
on project management 
level. 

 
The way a company co-ordinates their offshore activities is an important factor in achieving 
success. There is not one single, best solution. Different software products and different 
companies require a different co-ordination mechanism. This mechanism is also linked to 
aspects as communication, ownership and responsibility.  
 
In the next paragraph, these analysis results will be used to construct a risk assessment tool.  

4.2. Risk assessment tool 
The risk assessment tool is a tool which can be used for companies considering offshore 
software development. Companies can input data on their software development team and 
their needs for the Indian team. The tool should output an advice to reduce the amount of 
risks. The tool can be used as a question list and is implemented using HTML and Javascript. 
 
The conclusions of this research are subject to a few assumptions. These need to be tested 
before the risk assesment tool can be used. The questions that need to be asked are: 
 

• Does the company belong to the category small and mid size? (yes/no) 
• Do you consider software development for (out)sourcing? (yes/no) 

 
If one of these questions is answered with no, the risk assesment tool cannot be used.  
 
The co-ordination mechanisms form the basis of the tool. These co-ordination mechanisms 
have a target application. So, information is needed on which application the organization is 
considering offshore software development. The basic input questions for this tool are 
questions regarding the application of the offshore software development. These are the size 
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of the software development team and the type of software they make (single/multiple 
products/project based) The questions are formed as follows: 
 

• How many employees are there currently working in you software development 
department? (numeric) 

• What type of software is your company producing? (single software product/multiple 
software products/project based) 

 
The first question has three possible answers (no Dutch team/Dutch team) and the second 
question three. In total, there are nine possible outcomes. These outcomes are shown next: 
 
Category 1: No team/single product 
When a company has no Dutch team, a separated team in India is the only option. Since 
there is no development, a new team needs to be setup. The advice given to this company is 
Separated Methodological. When the team in India grows in size and professionalism, the 
team can move to Separated Iterative. 
 
Category 2: No team/multiple products 
There is no data to support an advice for this category.  
 
Category 3: No team/project based 
There is no data to support an advice for this category. It does seem that a project based 
company does not fir the dedicated team model of coMakeIT.  
 
Category 4: Dutch team/single product 
When there is a single product in development by a large team, Mixed Iterative is the co-
ordination mechanism of choice. Because it is important that the new Indian team learns from 
the existing team, a mixed setup is needed. Also, it is often difficult to split the work for a 
single product. The use of an iterative software development methodology makes the 
development controllable and predictable. 
 
Category 5: Dutch team/multiple product 
There was one case that fits within this category, and one company that formerly tried this 
with success. Company F successfully used the Mixed ad-hoc co-ordination mechanism while 
Company J used Separated iterative in the past. This company only had two products and 
there where two teams. When all products a company is developing need fulltime 
development, an iterative approach is advisable. When Separated iterative is possible, this 
should be used. 
 
Category 6: Dutch team/project based 
There was one team within this case study that fitted into this category, but this company 
hardly uses the Indian team anymore. This company started with a large team, but has now 
almost terminated their offshoring activities. This company does not fit into the model that 
coMakeIT provides. The advice for this category would thus be not to choose for dedicated 
development teams, but to choose for a traditional outsourcing model. 
 
In paragraph 4.1 it was concluded that ownership is an important factor, specially when 
teams are separated. This advice should thus also be given when using a separated co-
ordination mechanism. Communication between team members is important, specially when 
using a mixed setup. This should also be added to the advice. 
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Finally, team size is an important factor. Therefore, more information is needed is the 
assesment tool. The following question should be added to the tool: 
 

• How many team members do you whish to have in your Indian team? 
 
With this set of questions, a risk assessment can be done. The following tests will be 
conducted, based on the analysis of this study: 

• Advice is given for which co-ordination mechanism.  
• Advice is given when the team size is too small. 
• When using separated teams, advice is given to give ownership to all individual teams. 
• When using mixed teams, advice is given to have enough overlap in time so the team 

members in the development team can communicate with each other. 
• Advice is given to have frequently status update calls on project management level. 

 
The decision model of this risk assesment is shown in figure 16. 
 

 
Figure 16: Decision model risk assesment tool 
 
Following is the list of advantages and problems/risks that was showed earlier. This time, the 
list is extended with how the risk assessment tool leverages the advantage or reduces the 
risk. 
 
Advantages 

1. Lower costs 
• By reducing the chance of choosing a less effective co-ordination mechanism. 

2. Availability of skilled people 
• Not affected 

3. Faster development 
• Choosing the right co-ordination mechanism at the start increases overall speed. 

4. Qualitative people 
• Giving ownership to Indian teams will make employees feel responsible and 

possibly perform better. 
5. Better focus on core competences 

• With good communication and a good co-ordination, the client company can focus 
on their software development. 

6. Longer development time per day 
• Not affected 
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Problems and Risks 
1. Communication 

• Having frequent communications when needed will reduce possible communication 
issues. 

2. Opportunistic personnel 
• By giving Indian teams ownership, employees get a better understanding of their 

work and feel responsible for the product they have built. 
3. Higher overhead costs 

• Not affected 
4. Lower development speed 

• By setting up effective software development teams with good co-ordination, 
development speed cloud increase. 

5. Lower quality 
• Giving ownership to Indian teams will make employees feel responsible and 

possibly perform better. 
6. Increasing price of personnel 

• Not affected 
7. Less innovation 

• By giving ownership to the team, a working area is created where employees can 
find their own solutions and be more innovative. 

8. Intellectual property leaks 
• Not affected 

9. Losing control 
• By choosing a good co-ordination mechanism, companies can maintain control over 

the work that needs to be done. 
 
The Risk Assesment Tool is created in XHTML and JavaScript so it can be published online.  
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5. Conclusion & recommendations 
Offshore IT outsourcing is a thoroughly investigated subject and offshore software 
development, as an important IT function for many companies, has also received much 
attention. The trend to outsource many non-core activities is ongoing. Most of the existing 
research is done in large companies while small and mid size companies now also have the 
possibility to offshore. And they are starting to do so. This research combines the views from 
academic literature with the experiences from small and mid sized companies on the topic of 
offshore software development. The empirical study is situated at coMakeIT, a Dutch 
company with its own development facility in India. Its clients are all Dutch companies 
ranging from small to mid size, mostly producing their own software product.  
 
One important finding is the importance of the sourcing strategy. A company should know 
why they want to source specific IT functions. Furthermore, they need to decide if they want 
one vendor for all their IT functions or specific vendors for different functions. The choice to 
use global or local sourcing partners and the preferred relationship with the vendor should 
also be chosen at this stage. Hereafter, the vendor selection process starts. Choosing the 
right vendor is arguably the most important step to perform. The wrong vendor can lead to 
high costs and missed opportunities. A cultural fit between client and vendor is crucial. These 
findings hold for all types of offshore IT outsourcing, including offshore software development. 
 
The relationship a client has with its vendor is also a factor that can lead to success or failure. 
Since software development is a highly skilled task, it is good to have a trustworthy 
relationship with the vendor. This can best be achieved with a time-and-material contract, 
possibly with open calculation. This is also how coMakeIT, the company facilitating the 
empirical research, does business with most of its clients.  
 
The empirical research has found interesting new insights in offshore software development 
for small and midsize companies. The first, and also one of the most surprising, is that the 
driving factor behind the sourcing decision, at the investigated client companies in this 
research, is capacity and not costs. Most literature argues that costs is the sole reason to 
outsource offshore to India, this was not the case regarding the coMakeIT clients. Their 
reason was the availability of personnel to gain more development capacity, not to reduce the 
cost of the development department. Also, companies demand to stay in control of the 
complete software development team, even if the employees are on the payroll of coMakeIT. 
These findings shed new light on the subject.  
 
Co-ordination mechanisms play an important role in the offshore software development 
process. Different mechanisms require different properties. For example, when a company 
has independent, separated teams (one in India and one in the Netherlands), it is important 
to give both teams their own ownership and responsibility. Also, when a company sets up 
mixed development teams (teams consisting of Indians and Dutch employees), it is important 
to have overlap in time to support communication between the team members. These co-
ordination mechanisms play an important role in the possible success of offshore software 
development.  
 
In chapter 1 the problem definition was given, supported by 4 research questions. The 
remainder of this chapter will give answers to these questions. 
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5.1. Answering the problem definition 
In chapter 1 the problem definition was formed as follows. 
 
Problem definition: 
Which factors lead to successful projects in offshore software development for small 

to mid size companies? 

 
To answer this problem, we first need to answer the research questions behind this. The 
research questions that were formed are stated here, including their answers. 
 
Research question 1a: 
Which considerations do companies have when they make offshore IT outsourcing 

decisions for software development projects? 

 
When companies decide to outsource, a sourcing strategy must be in place. The following four 
considerations are factors from the sourcing strategy. These are the considerations a 
company should make before any decision is made.  

1. The goal of the decision. 
2. The choice for total outsourcing or selective outsourcing. 
3. The choice for offshore, nearshore or local.  
4. The type of relationship a company whishes. 

In this research it was found that small to midsize companies producing software as their core 
competence, capacity was the number one goal and that control on the development was not 
to be given away. Software development capacity is difficult to find in the Netherlands, so 
that’s the reason for these companies to choose for offshore. The client companies from this 
research demanded to stay in control over the development process, so a strategic 
partnership is created with a time-and-material contract. 
 
Research question 1b: 
Which characteristics do these offshore software development projects have? 

 
Every outsourcing project is unique, but there are some factors from the literature review that 
do have impact on the potential success of offshore IT outsourcing. These are: 

1. IT functions. 
2. Technologies. 
3. Team size. 
4. Communication. 

The client cases from the empirical study were all sourcing to coMakeIT which is specialized in 
software development. The IT function is thus software development for these cases. In the 
scope of the empirical study, the technology was not in important factor and did not influence 
possible success. What remains is team size and communication. These were important 
factors derived from the literature that in the empirical study proved to be a success 
indicator. 
 
Besides team size and communication, the empirical study also found that the use of a 
software development methodology and the team formation (separated or mixed teams) were 
important characteristics influencing success in these cases. A complete list is thus: 

1. Team size. 
2. Communication. 
3. Software development methodology 
4. Team formation 
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Research question 2a: 
Which advantages does offshore IT outsourcing have for software development? 

 
The main advantage found in the literature as well as in the empirical study is the cost 
advantage. This cost advantage, although not the main driver behind the decision is 
significant since almost all clients recognize this. In order of times recognised by the client 
company interviewees, the complete list: 

1. Lower costs 
2. Availability of skilled people 
3. Faster development 
4. Qualitative people 
5. Better focus on core competences 
6. Longer development time per day 

 
Research question 2b: 
Which problems and risks are associated with offshore software development 

projects? 

 
As well from the literature as from the empirical study it was found that for offshore software 
development there were different problems and risks than in offshore IT outsourcing. The 
main problem was the communication. This is related to the socio-cultural differences. Some 
problems from IT outsourcing literature were not recognized by any of the interviewed clients. 
The total list of problems, in order of importance according to the interview results, is: 

1. Communication 
2. Opportunistic personnel 
3. Higher overhead costs 
4. Lower development speed 
5. Lower quality 
6. Increasing price of personnel 
7. Less innovation 
8. Intellectual property leaks 
9. Losing control 

 
Research question 3: 
How to assess success/failure factors and how to predict potential problems with 

an assessment tool? 

 
The co-ordination mechanisms form the basis of the analysis. There are six co-ordination 
mechanisms, all with their own application. The mechanisms are based on two characteristics 
found in this research: Software development methodology and Team formation. These co-
ordination mechanisms are labeled: 

1. Mixed iterative 
2. Separated iterative 
3. Mixed methodological 
4. Separated methodological  
5. Mixed ad-hoc 
6. Separated ad-hoc 

The considerations and project characteristics can be used to make a predictive risk 
assesment tool. A company in the process of deciding to outsource can answer a list of 
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questions. The answers and their combinations are tested to match standardized categories. 
There are six basic categories, each with an own advice. These categories are: 

1. No team/single product 
2. No team/multiple products 
3. No team/project based 
4. Dutch team/single product 
5. Dutch team/multiple product 
6. Dutch team/project based 

For each category, an advice is given on which co-ordination mechanism to choose, based on 
a risk assesment of the specific case. It is also important to test if the outsourcing project 
that is assessed, fits within the scope of this research so the conclusions hold. 
 
Now, the problem definition can be answered. 
 
Problem definition: 
Which factors lead to successful projects in offshore software development for small 

to mid size companies? 

 
The co-ordination mechanisms are the key element to predict potential future success. Clients 
that choose for separated teams need to give ownership and responsibility to both teams. 
Companies using a geographically mixed team setup need to ensure there is enough time to 
communicate to each other and need to know the employees personal. Choosing the correct 
co-ordination mechanism depends on the type of software a company is producing. 
Companies with an existing software development team creating a single software package 
are advised to choose Mixed iterative. This mechanism ensures that new, Indian employees 
learn about the existing software from the experienced employees while keeping the 
development up speed. For companies with no existing team who want to setup a small team 
in India, Separated methodological is advised. In this mechanism, the client maintains control 
over the small Indian development team. Due to the size of the team, a full Iterative 
methodology is not possible. Project oriented companies should also consider other options 
besides the dedicated team setup of coMakeIT. There are factors that indicate that this type 
of company does not profit from the benefits of this setup.  

5.2. Limitations & future research 
This research is set in the specific setting of small and midsize companies. Also, almost all 
companies are product software companies that produce and market its own software. It is 
unknown if these results are generalizable to other sectors.  
 
This research shows that there are opportunities for small and midsize companies in the field 
of offshore software development. Clients of coMakeIT are mostly in the business of 
producing their own software. It should be interesting to test these findings in small to 
midsize companies where software development is not the core competence. Another 
interesting topic would be to see if the traditional model (specification done by the client, 
coding done by the offshore partner) fits the project oriented companies better than this 
model of dedicated teams. 
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Appendix A 
Shortened transcriptions of the interview recordings of the Dutch clients. 
 
Name client: Company A (startup), interviewed: CEO/owner 
Date: 28-09-2009 
Software development workers India: 3, NL:1 
 
Introduction 
Company A is a Dutch company that has just started operating. The company has 5 workers 
in the Netherlands and, via coMakeIT, 4 workers in India. Three of these Indian workers are 
software developers and there is one software developer in the Dutch company. The company 
only works with coMakeIT for IT related outsourcing. 
 
Decision factors 
Company A chose for offshore outsourcing because of the easy access to personnel. From day 
one, their development team was located at coMakeIT in India. The goal was to set up a fully 
operational development team responsible for all functions of the software product. The 
functional design of the software is also done in India. Important is that the company has the 
direct control over the employees, which is why they chose for coMakeIT. The first contact 
between company A and coMakeIT was on the basis of personal contact. Further, they were 
selected because the company could maintain control and they perceived to have a good 
price. There were no other companies on the shortlist. 
 
Project characteristics 
Company A describes their relationship with coMakeIT as a strategic partnership in which all 
functionalities are outsourced. This is a long term strategy. In the Netherlands, only one 
expert is guiding the teams and checking and evaluating the source code. The project is 
coded for Microsoft Dynamics AX with a .NET language. The company has an overall positive 
experience with offshore outsourcing with coMakeIT. They seek highly skilled persons and 
these are hard to find in the Netherlands. In India, they successfully found several people for 
a lower price. This price is also what was expected.  
The Indian workers are treated according to the Indian standard and this is mainly directed by 
coMakeIT. The project leader, which the company is very fond of, also received a company 
share. Every day, there is communication between India and the Netherlands and they have 
webcam’s both ways. Once every 4 to 5 months, someone from the company goes to India. 
 
Advantages 
The main advantage for this company is the easy access to new employees. In the 
Netherlands, it is very hard to find qualified people and this is no issue in India. The most 
important success factor for this company was the selection of the lead programmer in India. 
The company states that this success was due to their selection test. Company A has 
developed a test to check the competences of the workers. This internal test gives them the 
advantage to see how well a person performs a specific job related task. 
 
Problems 
The company also experiences some problems with offshore outsourcing. The main problem is 
based on cultural differences in quality and communication. The company has experienced 
that Indian workers have trouble asking questions when something is unclear. They also find 
that people are satisfied with their result before it is really finished. Company A is developing 
an advanced software platform in which no errors should occur. The Indian workers are not 
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used to this way of working and thinking. The company also had to replace a few people. 
These could not live up to the expected quality of Company A. 
 
Name client: Company B (mid size), interviewed: head R&D 
Date: 02-10-2009 
Software development workers India: 5, NL:70 
 
Introduction 
Company B is a company that produces software products for the farming industry. They 
have a large number of software developers in the Netherlands (70) and a small number via 
coMakeIT in India (5). The company outsources software development exclusively to 
coMakeIT, but in the past other eternal workers were hired. The interviewee was not working 
at the company when the outsourcing decision was made. 
 
Decision factors 
The main driver behind the decision to outsource was the capacity. Company B bought 
different other small companies and needed new software development employees to do 
maintenance work on these software products. This work was outsourced to coMakeIT and 
the Dutch workers were put on new projects. The interviewee was not involved in the decision 
to outsource, so the motives behind the decision so this was not discussed. 
 
Project characteristics 
Company B outsources the programming work to their Indian workers. In India, they 
programmed in .NET, Delphi, Powerbuilder and others. In the Netherlands, the functional 
design is made. The interviewee tells that the Company had a good overall experience with 
offshoring, but that there were several things not going well. The company experienced that 
their employees in India were hard to communicate with. They were regularly missing 
deadlines and were to optimistic about their knowledge. The problem for this lays, according 
to the interviewee, in cultural differences between India and the Netherlands. The costs were 
transparent for Company B. The interviewee told that the cost for an Indian worker, including 
overhead cost, was about 50% of a Dutch person. There was daily communication through 
Skype, e-mail and telephone. 
 
Advantages 
The main advantages of offshore outsourcing for Company B was that they could get qualified 
people fast. Also, it was easy to easy access to people with different (technology related) 
competences. The source of these advantages was that the workers in India and their Dutch 
colleagues worked well together. The Dutch team is responsible for the functional design and 
in India the programming work was done. 
 
Problems 
The company experienced problems mainly on the employee level. One employee did not 
function well and left the team. Also, the company experienced that employees did not 
communicate as directly as the Dutch workers which raised communication problems.  
 
Name client: Company C (mid size), interviewed: program manager  
Date: 07-10-2009 
Software development workers India: 0, NL:0 
 
Introduction 
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Company C is a Dutch company that develops certifying programs for environmental friendly 
coffee, palm oil, cacao beans etc. The company does not certify farmers and other companies 
producing these products themselves, but provides the regulations, specifications and 
tracking system. The last phase of production of this tracking system is outsourced in the past 
to coMakeIT. Company C just needed programming power in that time and coMakeIT could 
deliver that. Now, coMakeIT occasionally does maintenance work for company C. The 
interviewee is program manager of palm oil and manager of this tracking system.  
 
Decision factors 
Company C decided to outsource their production of a tracking system because the 
knowledge was not in-house. They focused on price with this development, and not the 
quality of the people. The goal was a tight deadline to finish the software product and 5 
people workers for this at that time (about a year ago). In their vendor selection, they 
contacted 2 other companies. There was a personal contact between the two companies. The 
main reason to choose for coMakeIT was that the company could finish the job that an other 
company started. Speed was important. coMakeIT provided the Dutch organization with an 
external project manager and the tracking system could be built according to their 
specifications. coMakeIT also proved to be a good partner with lots of knowledge and could be 
up and running fast. 
 
Project characteristics 
Company C sees their outsourcing as a purchasing process. The company did not have the 
skills in-house and the programming is not the core business of the company. The system is 
however very critical to the organization. About 80% of the work was already done by a 
different company and Company C was simply looking for a partner to finish the product. The 
product is a web-based system. The interviewee did not know which technologies were used. 
The interviewee is very content and grades the offshore outsourcing deal as good. There were 
little discussions and the team realized the project before the deadline. The project was 
costly, but it also was transparent. In the maintenance of the system, the company gets a 
fixed price. Now, their new software product is being developed by an other company. This is 
because there is a new interim manager for this project and the company gave him the 
freedom to choose his own partner. The interviewee did not know how big the cost differences 
are with Indian or Dutch employees. During the development, every day, there was contact 
between the Dutch and Indian employees and weekly there was a conference call. 
 
Advantages 
The main advantage of Company C regarding offshoring was the speed and the access to 
human resources. These advantages are inherent to India. The characteristics of the project 
(Company C just needed programmers to finish the job) led to this advantage. 
 
Problems 
The main problem was that the Dutch workers could not sit around the table together and 
discuss the project and process. The communication was entirely through internet and phone 
and this made communication difficult.  
 
Name client: Company D (mid size), interviewed: VP development 
Date: 06-10-2009 
Software development workers India: 30, NL:45 
 
Introduction 
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Company D is a mid-size company that produces their own facility management software 
product. This product is their main source of income. The company experienced lots of 
success and clients are asking for new functionalities in their software. Company D did not 
have enough capacity and there were not enough people in the Netherlands. This is why 
Company D made the decision to partner with coMakeIT. 
 
Decision factors 
The reason for Company D to outsource offshore was the ease of recruiting new employees. 
In the Netherlands, not enough people are available to do the job. The main goal was to 
increase the speed of the production to provide the desired time-to-market. The company 
wanted to double their development team in 1,5 years. With 45 workers in the Netherlands 
and around 30 software developers in India, this is not completed. The company chose to 
further investigate into this team before starting new teams. The vendor selection path was 
long and detailed. With 5 companies they talked about their needs and three companies new 
appointments were made. The company (including the interviewee) visited the remote sites of 
two companies (both in India). The conclusion was that Company D really seeks for a vendor 
who can provide the teams but leave Company D in control. coMakeIT was chosen mainly for 
this reason. Another reason for Company D to choose for coMakeIT was the fact that they 
were experienced in the development method Scrum which they used. Finally, Company D 
was fond of the open calculation model of coMakeIT. 
 
Project characteristics 
The relationship with coMakeIT is described as a strategic partnership. Company D confirms 
that they are outsourcing their core competence. The programming technology is Java and 
the development method used is Scrum with teams of around 8 people. Their experiences 
with this outsourcing to India is positive. The interviewee devotes this success to the way the 
operate. The Indian employees operate directly under the management of the Dutch 
company. Company D can control and manage the employees in India as if they were their 
own. The interviewee also had some negative experiences in the past with outsourcing to 
India with an other company. The problem was that this company only outsourced the testing 
work. Company D has cross-boarder teams in the Netherlands and India. The company tries 
to have all the function types in both countries. These functions include programmers, 
testers, and functional designers. In total, there are 9 active teams and 7 of hem consist for 
half of Indian employees. Company D puts effort in creating a business culture for both the 
Indian as the Dutch employees. But the salaries are different: Dutch employees have a 
variable salary depending on how well the company is doing while the Indian employees have 
a fixed salary. But the Indian salaries do grow much faster than the Dutch. The costs for 
Company D are as expected and due to the developments in the Indian currency, sometimes 
even lower than anticipated. The interviewee finds that in total an Indian employee is around 
50-55% cheaper than a Dutch employee. Operational communication is on a daily basis. 
 
Advantages 
The main advantage Company D experiences in offshore outsourcing is the speed of the 
recruitment. In about 18 months over 30 new employees are attracted. This would be 
impossible in the Netherlands for a company the size of Company D. The source for this 
advantage can be found in the characteristics of India and internally. India is known for the 
many employees hitting the market every year and thus there are enough candidates. The 
way Company D recruits, a specific process Company D developed and uses in the 
Netherlands, is also used to recruit Indian employees. 
 
Problems 
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The main problem Company D experiences is that Indian employees are less critical to 
themselves and their colleagues. Mainly the interviewee finds that senior employees that have 
lots of experience with other companies are technologically advanced but do  not take much 
initiative. Another problem is that the Indian employees seem to look up to authority. This 
problem is, according to the interviewee, due to the fact that Company D used a different 
development methodology than Indian employees are used to. The Scrum development 
method needs team members to feel free to express their ideas and Indian employees are not 
used to this way of working. 
 
 
Name client: Company E (startup), interviewed: CEO  
Date: 06-10-2009 
Software development workers India: 4, NL:0 
 
Introduction 
Company E is a startup company for software for the financial/stock market industry. 
Company E fully uses Indian personnel to develop the web based software. The company has 
just started and has been reasonably successful. The owner and CEO of the company has 
personal contacts with coMakeIT. Next to coMakeIT, Company E also outsources on 
contractual basis with other companies. The company wants to reduce this to only India. 
 
 
 
Decision factors 
The reasons Company E decided to place the software development in India through 
coMakeIT was threefold. First, the interviewee mentioned the location. The company is aiming 
for an international market and the Indian/Asian market is interesting for his business. 
Second, the availability of personnel was a reason. In a relative short time Company E could 
interview and hire several new employees with experience. Third, the interviewee mentioned 
the costs, that were significantly lower than in the Netherlands. There were two main goals 
when setting up the development center in India (at the start of the company). First, the full 
development and operations of the software development was placed in India. Second, to 
setup a international market in which the company wants to operate, was a goal. The vendor 
was selected due to personal acquaintances.  
 
Project characteristics 
Company E views outsourcing as a partnership and is outsourcing development on their main 
software system. The hosting for these web based systems is located in the Netherlands and 
the development is in India. The technologies used are java, C++, PHP, mysql and others. 
Also, the operational processes are outsourced. The interviewee was very positive in the 
beginning when the software was developed. The first deadline was good. Now he also feels 
some problematic points, mainly in the operational side of the work. The company has 
replaced two employees in India because the quality and attitude of the person was not good 
enough. The selection of the personnel is fully done in India by the team lead and Human 
Resource department of coMakeIT in India. Here the interviewee finds room or improvement. 
The costs are as predicted. The interviewee does have the opinion that coMakeIT has quit a 
lot of overhead costs. Communication is done on a daily basis. 
 
Advantages 
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Company E finds that the main advantage is the availability of personnel in India. In India, it 
is not hard to find new employees. This advantage exists because of the Indian marketplace 
for software developers and the investment done by Company E. 
 
Problems 
The main problem that Company E has experienced is the transparency of India. The 
interviewee cannot see what is happening in India and thus finds it hard to monitor the 
process. Also, the operational work such as the helpdesk is now run by a developer. This does 
not give the required professionalism that is needed. 
 
 
Name client: Company F (midsize), interviewed: VP operations 
Date: 08-10-2009 
Software development workers India: 10, NL:15, Other Europe: 5 
 
Introduction 
Company F is a midsize company operating worldwide with sales and development offices in 6 
different countries, including India through coMakeIT. The company develops software 
solutions on the platform of Microsoft Dynamics. They sell their products through resellers to 
the end user company. In India, they have ten software developers. The company sometimes 
hires external employees.  
 
Decision factors 
The main factor of importance was the possibility for the company to grow in India. In the 
Netherlands, there simply were not enough people for the expected growth of the company. 
Also, the lower price was an issue. The goal of this step was lowering the costs of the growth 
of the company. They chose coMakeIT because there was a personal connection between the 
two firms. The interviewee was not responsible for the vendor choice.  
 
Project characteristics 
Company F clearly sees their offshore outsourcing as a partnership. Their core business is the 
market development, sales, idea generation and specification. This is done in house. The 
company only outsources the technical development and testing. The company has 
experienced that the Indian employees work better and more efficient when they receive 
small tasks from the Netherlands. When a company starts a project after exploring the 
market, the specifications are made. Then employees from India and Europe are chosen to 
form the team. The team starts with a kick off meeting. Depending of the size of the project, 
people are brought together in India or Europe or a conference call is started for smaller 
projects. Company F does not use fixed teams, but employees do specialize on a specific 
technology or solution. Also, Company F recognizes that when the Indian employees have 
some form of ownership over a project or solution, they perform better. At the same time, 
giving Indian workers large pieces of work, they are less mature in handling this. It is thus a 
balance between giving ownership and dividing work up into a controllable size. The company 
uses a methodology they developed which has similarities with a waterfall model and is fully 
Microsoft oriented with .NET. The company has positive experiences with integrating the team 
in India with the European. Before this, projects were problematic because of failing project 
management. The Indian employees found it hard to predict when a project was finished. This 
was difficult to manage since Company F has an indirect model and a deadline is important in 
this case. Company F invested in project management in India and this has changed positive. 
coMakeIT now has a project manager for Company F on the team. The costs are clear for the 
company since they now the salaries, overhead costs and profit of coMakeIT due to an open 
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calculation model. The salaries in India are structured differently in comparison with the 
Dutch colleges but do have a much higher annual increase. The interviewee suggests that the 
costs for an Indian employee are about 4 time lower, but the speed of working is also around 
2 to 4 time slower. Communication at operational level between the Netherlands and India is 
on a daily basis and for every large project, about 4 per year, the newly composed team is 
brought together. 
 
Advantages 
A prime advantage of this offshoring partnership is that the costs are lower. Secondly, the 
team is flexible and can be used in different projects. Also, it is easy to hire (or fire) 
employees. Recently the company hired two new employees and coMakeIT did a good job in 
pre-selecting these candidates. The broad market and plentiful people make this possible. 
Finally, the time difference is an advantage. The source of these advantages lay in the culture 
of India. Also, the company also pays the extra hours and teambuilding is an important factor 
for the commitment of the team. Also, the fact that the team is an integral part of the 
organization is in important source for this advantage. 
 
Problems 
The main problem Company F experiences are the communication and the unpredictability 
that flows from that. When the frequency of communication between Company F and the 
team members in India is lower, this directly impacts the performance of the employees. This 
is a major problem for the company. 
 
 
Name client: Company G (midsize), interviewed: manager development 
Date: 08-10-2009 
Software development workers India: 18, NL:25 
 
Introduction 
Company G is a company that creates a software package for the Dutch insurance market. 
The interviewee is the development manager and is responsible for the development of the 
software in the Netherlands and India. The interviewee comes from India himself but has 
lived in the Netherlands for over 7 years. In total, over 40 people are working in the software 
development and besides coMakeIT the company hires external employees. 
 
Decision factors 
The interviewee was not in function at the time that the decision to outsource to India was 
made. The reason was that the company is doing it now is that there are not enough people 
in the Netherlands to cover the amount needed for the company. Goal is to create self 
operating teams within the first 6 months. The employees must feel like they work for 
Company G and not for coMakeIT. 
 
Project characteristics 
Company G uses changing dedicated teams in India with all functions in a team. The team is 
thus self responsible for the work that is done. The functional design is done in the 
Netherlands since they know the Dutch insurance market. From the technical design on, all 
functions can be done in India, including testing and documentation. The company develops 
solutions in Java and does not use a specific method but combines best practices from the 
waterfall method and Scrum. The experience the company had with offshore outsourcing to 
India so far is positive and the costs are as predicted due to the open calculation contract. In 
the beginning, the interviewee recalls, the process was more problematic. The Indian 
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employees needed lots of support from the Dutch organization. Now the team has learned 
and can now operate with less support. The Indian employees are paid an Indian salary. For 
the costs of a Dutch worker the interviewee suggests you can have 4 Indian workers. For 
juniors this is one to 6. Communication is on a daily basis and there is a weekly conference 
call. 
 
Advantages 
The main advantage Company G has achieved is the capacity expansion. The company is able 
to fulfill the wishes of their clients and lower the costs per employee. This source of this 
advantage lays in the way the company uses their resources. The Indian teams operate on 
their own and can build new projects. The Dutch employees can focus on the client specific 
projects which require the employees to speak Dutch. The Indian employees can start new 
projects or serve new clients in which Dutch is not required. 
 
Problems 
The main problem Company G experiences’ is that the teams in India need more support than 
the teams in the Netherlands. The communication is more difficult due to the different cultural 
backgrounds. The interviewee points out that in India there are 19 official languages. Also, he 
knows from his own experience that, generally speaking, Indian people are very competitive 
and service oriented. 
 
 
 
Name client: Company H (midsize), interviewed: responsible for software systems 
Date: 09-10-2009 
Software development workers India: 3, NL:15 
 
Introduction 
Company H is a mid size company supplying hard- and software to clients. In 1998 Company 
H started their own offshore development center in India. This was sold and since 2007 this 
company is called coMakeIT. Company H was the founder of the Indian development center. 
Now, Company H is a client of coMakeIT.  
 
Decision factors 
Due to the history of Company H and coMakeIT, there is no reason why Company H chose 
coMakeIT. The reason why Company H stays with coMakeIT is that there are some good 
employees that they can use. The reason why Company H started the Indian development 
center was twofold. First of all, it was getting harder to find employees in the Netherlands and 
Company H wanted to provide dedicated teams for their clients. They did not successfully 
fulfill this. There also were idealistic motives. The manager (at that point) wanted to provide 
job opportunity in India. 
 
Project characteristics 
The company now views their offshore activities purely as procurement. This was different 
when the company started in India. Most of the development activities now are at the 
company site in the Netherlands. Only some programming activities for web applications are 
done in India. The interviewee is not positive about outsourcing to India. The company does 
not produce a own software package and mainly has Dutch speaking clients. The interviewee 
finds it hard working with Indian employees because of the language and cultural barrier. He 
gives an example. Company H made a software system to calculate the taste of mayonnaise. 
Outsourcing these projects to India would not work because the Indian employee cannot 
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identify with the product. The interviewee does not think outsourcing for their company is 
profitable. He thinks the costs of an Indian employee are around 33% of a Dutch developer, 
but the Indian employees work slower. Every few days there is contact via internet with the 
Indian employees. 
 
Advantages 
The main advantage that the company has from outsourcing in India is that they can hire new 
employees really fast. This is also used as sales argument when a client needs lots of 
programming employees. This advantage exists because there are plentiful schooled workers 
in India. The interviewee notes that the level of the employees is much lower than Dutch 
programmers. 
 
Problems 
The main problem Company H experience is that the quality of the programmers is much 
lower than in the Netherlands. For their business it is not profitable. The source for this 
problem is that the company works on a project basis with their clients and most of them are 
relatively small. These small projects are impossible for the company to develop them in India 
because the extra time translation and transition would take. 
 
 
Name client: Company I (single consultant), interviewed: owner 
Date: 12-10-2009 
Software development workers India: 0, NL:0 
 
Introduction 
Company I is the company of the interviewee and is the only worker in this company. In the 
recent past he was project manager for a other company and chose coMakeIT for offshore 
development for this project. The interviewee only has experience with coMakeIT in offshore 
outsourcing.  
 
Decision factors 
The reason why the interviewee chose to outsource to India was for capacity reasons. The 
project that he undertook was too big to do himself and with freelancers. The interviewee had 
several meeting with other companies but the people within coMakeIT were found 
trustworthy.  
 
Project characteristics 
Company I had a strategic partnership relation with coMakeIT. The interviewee was 
responsible for the functional design of the web based software that was being built and the 
Indian employees did the programming work. In the time the company worked with coMakeIT 
there were 3 Indian employees and 3 students. In the Netherlands there were 2 freelancers 
working on the project. The general opinion of the interviewee was that this outsourcing 
project was a failure. The team in India was not mature enough for this project and the 
project manager in India could not get the project up speed. The interviewee recalls that they 
did not meet any deadline in that time. The reason for this failure was that there was no clear 
communication and the requirements were not clearly formulated. In the end, the interviewee 
thinks this project was more expensive with the Indian workers than when it was done with 
Dutch people only.  
 
Advantages 
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The main advantage Company I had from offshore outsourcing was the simplicity of hiring 
new employees. Also, the time difference was an advantage. When deadlines were tight (and 
they always were in this project) it was possible to give an assignment in the evening and the 
next morning it was done. This advantage was due to the way coMakeIT worked. They had 
the buildings, the staff, the infrastructure etc. This meant that up scaling was relatively easy. 
 
Problems 
As mentioned, the project was a failure. The communication and feedback were believed to be 
the biggest problems. Also, the lack of a good project management was due to many 
problems. This meant that no deadlines were met. These problems were due to the 
inexperience of the interviewee with working with Indian employees and that the team in 
India was not mature for this project.  
 
 
Name client: Company J (mid size), interviewed: operational manager 
Date: 14-10-2009 
Software development workers India: 10, NL:12 
 
Introduction 
Company J is a company that produces a software package for the retail industry. The main 
software package is a product that can schedule employees. The company outsources a part 
of the software development to India. The company only does offshore outsourcing business 
with coMakeIT. 
 
Decision factors 
The interviewee has experience with offshore outsourcing since 1995 at a different company. 
The greater capacity lead to an increased development speed and the costs were kept low. 
This last advantage is slowly decreasing due to the high salary raises. For the company, in 
2008 the choice to outsource to coMakeIT was made. At the time two products needed to be 
built. There was a new product for a new market and an excising product that needed lots of 
rewriting. With only Dutch personnel this would not be possible. The company knew about 
coMakeIT due to a personal relationship on management level with the company. The 
interviewee was not involved in the decision process.  
 
Project characteristics 
The company views their relationship with coMakeIT as a strategic partnership. Management 
set goals for the company to be achieved in 2012 and this was not realizable with only Dutch 
employees. As mentioned, there were two projects: the new product and the existing product. 
The Indian team was given the complete production and ownership of the new product and 
the Dutch team could renew the existing product. The production of the new product in India 
went really well and the company is very pleased with this product. This product was 
completed several months ago and now the Indian workers are also placed on the existing 
product. This has given the team some problems. Although the work is divided (the Indian 
employees do the front end and the Dutch the backend), the productivity has fallen low for a 
few months. The Indian team found it hard to work an communicate with the Dutch and visa 
versa. The interviewee believes the difference between these two projects is that, when given 
ownership, the Indian employees become much more assertive and productive. The merge 
that Company J had to do to finish the existing product was problematic, but now the 
performance is up to speed again. The interviewee shows a graph of the productivity and 
points out that the team is almost up to speed again. The Indian operation costs about 50% 
of the costs of a comparable Dutch development facility. The interviewee notes that back in 
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1995, this was about a factor 1 to 8. The Indian employees were rewarded when the product 
was finished successfully with a trip and day off. On a daily basis, there is communication 
between India and the Dutch organization. Weekly, there is a video conference with the team 
lead. About 3 time per year, there is personal contact. At the end of a Scrum sprint, there is a 
demo via a video call. 
 
Advantages 
The scalability is one of the main advantages the company has from their offshore 
outsourcing decision. Therefore, the production speed could be increased and their new 
product could hit the market early. Secondly, the process of software development was 
professionalized. This was necessary because of the growth of the company and working with 
a foreign team. Also, the documentation became better which is a good side affect of the 
professionalization. The advantages the company gained are, according to the interviewee, 
due to the fact that the organization was not reluctant or scared doing business with an 
Indian Team. The fact that the success of new product that was fully produced in India 
strengthens the thought that giving ownership to the Indian team makes them really 
productive and eager to perform.  
 
Problems 
The main problem is in the communication between the Indian and Dutch employees. It 
seems that they do not always understand each other. Only one person was fired due to a 
lack of quality. The cause of these problems was that the teams were independent in the 
past. The merge was hard for the Indian personnel because they did not have the ownership 
of the product and did not feel responsible for it. Also, cultural differences can cause 
problems. The interviewee mentions the definition of done. The Indian employees often think 
work is done before it is really well tested. The problem should be solved by trying to set a 
company culture that strives perfection.  
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Appendix B 
Shortened transcriptions of the interview recordings of the Indian workers. 
 
Name client: Company A (startup), interviewed: Team Lead 
Date: 18-11-2009 
Software development workers India: 3, NL:1 
 
Team 
The role of the team is to build the product of Company A. The team does design and 
programming work directly for Company A. There are 3 members of the development team 
and one Business Consultant in India. The development team consists of 3 developers. They 
do all the work on the project, from design, development and some testing. The final testing 
and functional documentation is done in the Netherlands. There is no technical 
documentation. Since a short time, the team is implementing Scrum as their development 
method with one week cycles. This is because there are a lot of proof of concept projects 
which need to be done in a short time. The Team Lead is also the Scrum master. The 
company chooses a dedicated team setup in India, but with support on domain knowledge 
from the Netherlands. The goal of the team is to get Scrum setup properly. It was only 
introduced 12 weeks ago. This would lead to a more predictable team and be agile at the 
same time. On a product level, the completion of the product is almost finished. It work for 
one dimension (cable industry). The next step is to make it function for multi dimensions. For 
example, in the aluminum and steel plate fabrication sectors could be targeted with this new 
product. Also, new features should be added to the existing system. They created a first 
version of the system so far. This is been used as a marketing pitch for new clients. The 
technical level is graded as high due to the complex architecture. The biggest success the 
team has had so far was the realization of the first working product in 7 months. The 
knowledge they shared with the Dutch software engineer (with domain knowledge) and the 
Team Lead (with Micosoft Dynamics AX knowledge) has been incredible. Also, there was a 
request for a complicated requirement which seemed impossible. The team successfully added 
this feature and Company A did business with this company due to this experience. The 
source for this was the employees in the team. Company A is really looking for passionate 
people. This also led to some problems. Finding the right people for the team proved 
problematic. They do not only focus on the hard skills but also on the soft skills. Their 
experience is that a lot of Indian employees have the wrong mindset. They need people with 
risk taking ability and good communication and programming skills. The mindset of a lot of 
Indian software engineers in different. They come from the service sector and are used to do 
bug fixes. They do not have the mindset of a product software engineer. They lack testing 
things really well and are not as well organized. These cultural issues are the main problem 
points. 
 
Client company 
Company A is not seen as a client, but as the employer. The team works directly for them. 
Company A does the final testing and the sales and marketing. Also, they give high level 
directions. The communication with the Dutch colleagues is really well. There are two 
webcams, one in the Netherlands and one in India. These webcams are always on. This gives 
a “next door room” effect in which you can see each other. Most of the communication goes 
through Skype. The main difficulties the Team Lead recognizes are the cultural differences. An 
Indian employee will say yes to his boss more often. He is afraid to say no. This leads to 
problems since Dutch are quite direct and an appointment is an appointment. Both parties 
should acknowledge their differences and try to resolve them. The Team Lead has positive 
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experiences with working for Company A. On work, technical and personal levels he has 
learnt a lot in the time he is working for this company. This is because he is not afraid of the 
boss and feels free to say no. The Team Lead has a small personal related issue with the 
Dutch organization, but this was resolved. This was due to cultural differences. The work the 
Team Lead receives from Company A is challenging. The team members are pushed to think 
by themselves. There is something that could be improved and that is the documentation. 
There is no technical documentation so the project could never be handled by a new team in 
the future.  
 
coMakeIT 
The role of coMakeIT is to smooth out the working model of Company A. That means, take 
care of the infrastructure, the bandwith, the Human Relations, the administration. Also, 
coMakeIT does some mentoring. They provide trainings in scrum and communication. The 
Team Lead had positive experiences with coMakeIT. The promises that were done are kept by 
coMakeIT. They also provide a clear explanation when issues arise. The source of these 
positive experiences is the people who drive this company. There are also some negative 
experiences with coMakeIT. The main issue here is that it is unclear who is responsible for 
what. Once, the backup server crashed and no body knew who was responsible. coMakeIT 
should clear this out. This is also the case in some financial and traveling expenses. The 
source for this problem is that Company A is a startup company. They did not know what 
resources to have in place. Also, coMakeIT did not know exactly how to arrange this at that 
time. In total, two people left. One for a lack of skill, one left the team himself. The Team 
Lead knows the salaries of the team members and grades them higher that average. The 
working environment is good; the only issue is the clarity of responsibility which is discussed 
before.  
 
Name client: Company B (mid size), interviewed: Team Lead 
Date: 11-11-2009 
Software development workers India: 5, NL:70 
 
Team 
The role of the team is to meet the clients requirements. This is done in an ad-hoc manner. 
The requirements come in, the time needed for the requirements is predicted and the work 
starts. The teams work on project basis in a dedicated Indian environment. There are 3 senior 
programmers and a junior. Project management is done by the Team Lead. In the past they 
tried to work in a Scrum setup, but this was no success. Now, it is done on a ad-hoc basis 
with no formal development method. The goal of the team is to get more product ownership 
from the Dutch company so they can operate more independent. A few times this has been 
the case in the past, but most of the projects do not have ownership in India. The technical 
level of the work is graded as average. The team did experience successes in the past. One 
was a crop based product and another was a Delphi application for finance. The reason why it 
was successful was that the ownership of the product was in India. The crop based product 
was done by one developer and no one else could change his code. Also, the programmer had 
sector knowledge and the technical skills to do it. Also, the team had some problems. One 
was in the beginning of a new application for a pocket pc project. This was on a new 
technology in which the programmer had never worked with. Also, there was no support for 
this technology from the Dutch team. Another project that was remembered by the Team 
Lead as a problem was a migration project. The estimation was not good. This was due to the 
fact that the Team Lead did not get enough time to estimate the project properly and it was a 
legacy system.  
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Client company 
The role of Company B is to work on the projects provided by Company B. The company 
provides work items from a few hours to a few weeks. There is not a lot of communication 
between the Team Lead and Company B. This can be improved. The Team Lead would like to 
have more voice communication with the client company. Also, video calls would be 
appreciated, but Company B does not want to do this. Also, the Team Lead would also like to 
be more involved into Company B, and the future work that he and his team should do. The 
Team Lead has positive experiences with working with Company B. The focus on the new 
technology is a learning driver for the employees. This is due to Company B’s focus to adopt 
the latest Microsoft technologies. The Team Lead also has negative experiences with working 
with Company B. The planning and communication did not always go according to plan. Also, 
the work that is provided by Company B has little architectural freedom. The source of these 
negative experiences is unknown to the Team Lead. The work the company provides is 
satisfying, but the setup of the work can be improved. The Team Lead would like to work 
more in a team based setup. 
 
coMakeIT 
The role of coMakeIT is that of the facilitator. It provides all facilities and infrastructure. 
coMakeIT does not provide the team with technical training but does some soft skills training. 
The Team Lead had positive experiences with coMakeIT. The work experience is good and he 
enjoys his work. The Team Lead cannot mention any negative experiences with coMakeIT. In 
total, 3 people left the team. Two of them were lacking performance while one team member 
decided to leave the company himself. The Team Lead knows the salaries of the team 
members. He grades the most salaries average and one low compared to the level of 
experience a person has. The Team Lead is happy the way things are going but he would like 
coMakeIT be more proactive in organizational issues.  
 
Name client: Company D (mid size), interviewed: Team Lead 
Date: 06-11-2009 
Software development workers India: 30, NL:45 
 
Team 
Company D uses Scrum teams of about 7 to 8 people and cycles of 1 month. They treat their 
employees in the Netherlands and India the same. Most teams Company D has now are 
mixed teams with Dutch and Indian employees. One team consists of 4 developers, 2 testers 
and 1 functional designer. There is also a part time technical writer in each team. The team 
has the responsibility to deliver a working set of features for their product in each cycle. The 
measurement unit is done with Complexity Points (CP). Starting teams should perform at 
least 5 CP, the next cycle 15, then 30 and the final goal is that all teams produce 40 CP each 
cycle. The technical level of the teams is graded as high. The TL states that the most 
successful team is a mixed team. Most other teams are also performing well. The source of 
this success is due to the mature relationship between coMakeIT and Company D. This leads 
to good communication between the Netherlands and India and flexible employees. The Team 
Lead also experienced some problems with certain teams due to personality differences. The 
source for this problem was in the team formation. The skills of the employees were never a 
problem. 
 
Client company 
The role of Company D is that they own the teams, not coMakeIT. Company D makes sure 
the backlog (this is the feature list in scrum) is filled and prioritized and allocates features to 
teams. The Team Lead find the communication with Company D open and valuable. The 
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employees receive a two months training prior to starting work. The employees need to leran 
to say no. This is the main communication problem. The Team Lead has lots of positive 
experiences with Company D. The distributed environment works well and is satisfactory to 
both the employees of the team and Company D. The Team Lead also finds some problems 
with working with Company D. Maintaining the quality is the most important. It is hard to 
gear up to the next level, to stay mature and to keep the quality consistent. The work the 
Company D provides can be improved. There is a lot of shifting in priorities and, although this 
does not affect the sprint plans, this does affect the release plans. Product owners receive 
whishes form different sources and adapt their plans accordingly. If the management would 
work together with the product owner, this could improve. 
 
coMakeIT 
coMakeIT provides the facility to host the development of Company D. They take care of the 
building, the hard and software, the internet access etc. The Team Lead has prositive 
experiences with coMakeIT. The company has experience with Dutch product software 
development. Also, the size of coMakeIT makes them very flexible. The Team Lead also had 
negative experiences with coMakeIT. Initially, there were problems with the supporting 
services and administration. Employees had to repeat their request several times. This was 
due to the fast growth the company has gone through. These problems have been solved 
now. The Team Lead also knows the salaries of the team members and grades it to the top 
25% of the market. In total, 3 employees left the organization; one went away by its own will 
while the other 2 were fired because Company D was not happy with them. Finally, the Team 
Lead is very happy with the working environment and says that it is the same as in Company 
D. They all have team based rooms, good hardware and the same software and a good 
balance between work and personal life. This is exactly as Company D does it in the 
Netherlands. 
 
Name client: Company E (startup), interviewed: Team Lead  
Date: 10-11-2009 
Software development workers India: 4, NL:0 
 
Team 
The team in India is the only development team for Company E, meaning that they don’t 
have a Dutch development team. The responsibility of the team is to deliver to the functional 
requirements that Company E provides. The interviewed Team Lead is responsible for the 
technical design of the product and 2 developers are programming on the back end while 
there is one PHP programmer doing the frontend. All team members have 2 to 3 years of 
experience. From this months start, the team is operating in a Scrum setup. Before, the team 
has worked in an ad-hoc manner and working towards the milestones which were finished in 
August and September. The team’s goals are set by Company E. One product the team has 
achieved so far is the creation of an investment strategy in the financial options market for 
risk management. The technical level of the work being done is graded as average, but this is 
changing. The Team Lead calls phase two, which is starting now, a real challenge. The 
analysis of financial data in this next phase should be done in real time, which is graded as 
highly advanced. The successes the team had so far were in achieving their first two 
deadlines. The source for this success is in the character of the individuals which do not have 
a 9 to 5 attitude. Also, the recruitment process and the hiring of known people are have 
added to the success. There is a shared vision on the product within the team. This is a great 
advantage to have in a team. There were also problems in the past with team members. 
Some persons have personal goals which conflict with the ones of the company. Also, there is 
a fear for learning. This is due to cultural differences. Large companies advertize for recruiting 
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employees in specific technology areas and people are afraid to develop broad. They are 
afraid that if they do many other things, they will not be recruited as a technology specialist 
any more.  
 
Client company 
Company E’s role is to provide the team with the requirements for the work that needs to be 
done. On a daily basis, there is a status report on the project. This ensures quality, accuracy 
and the correct features. There were hikups in the communication in the past. This is being 
improved by coMakeIT by implementing more process driven work. The process will be based 
on Scrum and new tools will be used to monitor the speed and quality. The Team Lead has 
positive experiences with Company E in the sense that he can personally learn a lot from his 
work. The project characteristics and the type of work is due to this. The Team Lead did not 
really find negative experiences in working with the client company. The only thing is that at 
the moment, there are a number of tools being used. This tooling needs to improve and 
coMakeIT helps in that. The work the Team Lead receives is exciting, and when the tooling is 
in place, the process would be improved.  
 
coMakeIT 
coMakeIT has, according to the Team Lead, the role of a venture capitalist into Company E. 
They take away the pain (the building, infrastructure, etc.) and provide trainings for the team 
members and implement the process. This experience has been positive since all 
infrastructure is in place and they are pro-actively been implementing Scrum. The Team Lead 
did not have any substantial negative issues with coMakeIT. One person has left the team. He 
was fired because he did not fit in the team. There was also a temporary employee that left 
the team after his work was finished. The Team Lead does not know the salaries of the team 
members. Finally, the Team Lead concludes that coMakeIT have done a good job and have 
provided a good environment. The key to success factor here is that there is a shared vision 
between Company E and the Team Lead. The Team Lead is left alone with the choice on 
technology and design while Company E sets the requirements. This works out for both 
parties.  
 
Name client: Company F (midsize), interviewed: Team Lead  
Date: 10-11-2009 
Software development workers India: 10, NL:15, Other Europe: 5 
 
Team 
The responsibility of the teams is to finish the work that Company F provides. The teams are 
formed for each individual project. Larger projects work in a scrum-like setup with sprints 
while smaller projects or work items are done in a more ad-hoc way. In total, all employees 
are software engineers or senior software engineers, developing solutions on top of the 
Microsoft ERP products AX and Nav. There is also a part-time project coordinator for some 
project management while the Team Lead does the testing. Most of the time, the Team Lead 
forms dedicated teams for the projects, but some times there will be mixed teams formed. 
For different products, the ownership is in the hands of the Indian team. The technical level of 
the work is graded as high because projects in new technologies are usually done in India. 
The Team Lead also calls this as a success: teams performing on different new technologies 
learn themselves while the company can produce software based on the latest technology. 
The Team Lead also states that Microsoft bought a part of the code developed in India. They 
only do this when the quality is really good, according to the Team Lead. This is the biggest 
success that the team has delivered so far. This results in enthusiastic employees being 
productive. The source to this is that many employees are technology driven and like working 
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with new technologies. There were also some problems, mainly with the on time delivery in a 
previous stage. The quality was less a problem. The source to these problems were the 
communication with the Dutch project managers. This has improved in the last year.  
 
Client company 
Company F’s role is to provide requirements and time planning for the upcoming projects. 
Sometimes, they also provide the architecture of the product. The communication is good 
according to the Team Lead. There are weekly update calls when the projects and risks 
(projects or activities which are possibly late) are discussed. This communication has 
improved much since Company F has a new VP operations manager in the Netherlands. Now, 
there are no difficulties. This is also mentioned as a positive experience with Company F. This 
is due to the fact that the new VP operations has more frequent calls and is demanding. What 
can be improved is that the Team Lead would like more long term objectives for the team. 
This would lead to improved domain and technology knowledge. The work the company 
provides to the team is challenging, due to new technologies that need to be learnt.  
 
coMakeIT 
The role of coMakeIT is that of the facilitator. They place the hardware and software and the 
building. They also provide some knowledge guidance in the form of process templates. 
coMakeIT helped implement Scrum that is used in different projects. The Team Lead has 
positive experiences with coMakeIT. They provide good domain and technology trainings for 
the employees. In the past, there were also problems, mainly with the policies and reporting 
standards. In total, only one employee left the team after a month due to personal issues. 
The Team Lead knows the salaries of the employees and grades them as average. The growth 
is an important factor which is good. Finally, the Team Lead is positive about coMakeIT. They 
provide lots of freedom so the team can operate as a team for Company F.  
 
Name client: Company G (mid size), interviewed: Team Lead 
Date: 6-11-2009 
Software development workers India: 18, NL: 25 
 
Team 
Company G has fully separated teams and employees are responsible for their own work. For 
each project, the Team Lead separates the work over the employees. In total, there are 13 
software developers and 4 testers and a functional/technical designer. The goal of the team is 
to complete projects in time. Company G is seen as the customer for the team, they need to 
deliver to them. There are a lot of projects for features one or two employees can do. Also, an 
internet portal was completely created by Indian employees. The technical level of the work is 
graded as average. The team consists of medium to senior developers. The team has 
experienced successes in the past. The portal for the product they created was considered as 
a success. The source of this success was good teamwork in a small team and a good 
coordination. The team also experienced some problems in the past. There were some junior 
employees that lacked functional knowledge. The source of this problem was that the training 
was not done well in the past. This has improved and all employees have an extensive 
functional training into the market that Company G operates organized by Dutch 
management. 
 
Client company 
Company G has the role of the client for this team. Company G provides the specifications for 
the project and the Team Lead allocates employees to the project. The communication with 
the client company is good and the management is transparent. Company G knows what is 
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going on on the work floor. Every week there is a status call while the developers call the 
functional designer daily to ask about specific things. The language is a barrier sometimes but 
talking slow, taking time and the business training helps in minimizing this problem. The 
Team Lead finds it really good that the client is not behaving like a boss but like a partner. 
The management is found transparent and flexible and the direct communication between the 
developers and functional designers really works out good. The Team Lead cannot say that 
they experienced any negative things in working with Company G. There is however an 
improvement point. The functional design could be more descriptive. This could reduce the 
number of questions that needs to be asked to the functional designer.  
 
coMakeIT 
The role of coMakeIT is to provide the infrastructure and provides some technical training. 
They are also responsible for hiring people and handling problems within the team. The Team 
Lead finds it really pleasant in working with coMakeIT. The people and management are really 
friendly and the infrastructure is good. The Team Lead knows the salaries of the employees 
and grades them as higher than average. No employees have left the team up till now. The 
Team Lead did not find any problems in working with coMakeIT and cannot think of 
improvements the company could make. The team has everything they need. 
 
Name client: Company H (midsize), interviewed: Team Lead 
Date: 11-11-2009 
Software development workers India: 3, NL:15 
 
Team 
The team for Company H is a small team in a midsize organization. The Team Lead is 
responsible for the design of a product and two programmers produce source code. The 
testing is also done by the team and support on the delivered code is given. The team is to 
small to perform a full scrum methodology but it uses parts of the methodology like the sprint 
cycles. For other projects, an ad-hoc solution is made. Mostly, the company uses dedicated 
teams but sometimes teams are formed with Dutch employees. The goal of the team is to be 
self sufficient. In the past, the team consisted of much more members. This has reduced over 
the last few years. The Team Lead states that this is because there is no internal market in 
India and all the marketing and sales is done in the Netherlands. There is no need to maintain 
a large team in India at this point in time. So far, the team produced several successful 
projects. One of them was issue tracking, done in .NET completely in India. The technical 
level of the work the team gets is graded as high. One of the successful projects the team did 
was the issue tracking application. The source of success was due to the training period on all 
the new technologies and the training on quality management. There were also problems at 
the start of a project. The team members all had experience in java but not in .NET and the 
estimations the team made was too ambiguous.  
 
Client company 
The Team Lead is not aware of how Company H works, but the company sends requirements 
for new projects. In general, the communication between the Team Lead and Company H is 
working fine. However, with some Dutch team members the communication is difficult. They 
responded very slowly on questions the Indian employees asked and they needed to repeat 
questions multiple times to get satisfying answers. The Team Lead has had experience with 
leading a larger team in the past which was a good opportunity for him. Now, with the smaller 
team, he can focus on new technologies because Company H works with the latest 
technologies. The Team Lead also finds some negative experiences. In the past, customers 
were estimating the work for them. This was unreasonable since they cannot estimate their 
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own work. The source of this is the market of fast moving consumer goods. Also, on another 
moment, the team did not have enough work. In total, 6 to 7 months the team was not doing 
anything. These gaps are bad for the productivity of the team. This is also pointed out as an 
improvement point for the company. 
 
coMakeIT 
coMakeIT is the employer of the employees. The team needs to report to coMakeIT on the 
work delivered. coMakeIT also monitors the process quality of the team. The Team Lead has 
had positive experiences with coMakeIT. The company provided Scrum training sessions and 
organizes social events. Also, the Team Lead has negative experiences with coMakeIT. In the 
yearly salary appraisal, the Team Lead is not involved. coMakeIT only asks how the team 
members performed but not on their thoughts on salaries for team members. According to 
the Team Lead, this is a policy of coMakeIT. The team has shrunk over the last few years 
from a big team (20+ team members) to a small team of 3. Most people went to another 
company; about 3 went to other teams within coMakeIT and about 2 people left for unknown 
reasons. The Team Lead knows the salaries of their team members and grades the salaries as 
average to low. As improvements, the Team Lead advises coMakeIT to make it easier to work 
at home. Now, team members need permission form both Company H and coMakeIT to work 
from home. The Team Lead thinks it is better for the team to let Company H decide. The 
source to this is that the Scrum method needs for people sitting together in one room. As a 
final thought, the Team Lead adds the skill level for working in this company is very broad 
compared to other companies. 
 
Name client: Company J (mid size), interviewed: Team Lead 
Date: 5-11-2009 
Software development workers India: 10, NL:12 
 
Team 
The teams of Company J now are true mixed teams. There is no distinction between a Dutch 
team and the team in India. Company J has two teams, team A and team B. Both consists of 
Dutch and Indian employees. There are two Scrum masters, one in India and one in the 
Netherlands. Both lead the two mixed teams. Before this, there were two dedicated teams, 
one in the Netheralnds, one in India. The Indian team had their own project and finished it 
with great success. Now, employees from both companies should work on the same product. 
This was pretty difficult in the beginning because the teams were separated and did not 
understand each other. Now the teams are mixed and the people know each other better, 
things are going well again. There are now teams with 4 employees and they all use Scrum as 
their development method. There is a Scrum master, a software architect, senior and junior 
software developers and testers. All tasks are done by employees from each company. The 
main success so far was the completion of the former product made by the Indian team. The 
team felt proud and wanted to prove they could do it. Every scrum sprint was shown to the 
customer which was a good stimulant for the team. The full ownership was by the India team. 
The negative experiences the team had was when the two dedicated teams were brought 
together to develop a new product together. This did not work because the team did not 
understand each other. Their solution was to use mixed teams and let the team members get 
acquaintance with each other. Now, the productivity is up again where it should be.  
 
Client company 
Company J fully manages the four Scrum teams now. They provide the requirements 
documents for the teams at the beginning of every scrum cycle. Communication on work level 
is on a daily basis. Also, les frequently, a steering committee and the system architects in 
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both countries meet via video conference. They use the time zone difference as an advantage 
in the sense that on a larger part of the day people will be working on the software. For 
communication, this is a downside, because all members of a meeting need to have a time 
slot free. An improvement on communication would be more personal, face-to-face 
communication. The Team Lead had positive experiences with the first project (with dedicated 
teams). Their project was such a success, the whole team went out for a day and had dinner 
all together. The Team Lead also recalls negative experiences, primarily after the merge of 
the two teams. Employees were playing the blame game and nobody took responsibility. The 
source of this problem was that the process was not correct. To solve this problem they, as 
mentioned before, they mixed the teams and created smaller teams with 4 employees, a 
mixture of Dutch and Indian workers. The requirements that Company J sends to the teams 
are estimated by the teams and negotiated with the company. The Team Lead did not 
experience any problems here.  
 
coMakeIT 
The role of coMakeIT is that they facilitate in building, infrastructure etc. They also start the 
recruitment process and they help in team formation. Also, the appraisal process is done by 
coMakeIT. The final shot however is always at Company J, coMakeIT provides the advice. The 
company had positive experiences with coMakeIT. Thanks to their work, Company J and their 
team in India have hade a smooth execution of projects. The Team Lead points out that the 
company and the management has experience in building and operating an offshore 
development center. The company also experienced some problems in the past. These were 
due to low network bandwidth. In the past, there were two employees that left the team due 
to personal issues. The Team Lead knows the salaries of the team members and grades them 
as being average, which is good. Higher salaries will not make more productive or loyal 
employees the Team Lead finds. In a later stage, coMakeIT would have to move to a larger 
building if they keep growing at this rate. 
 
Name client: Company C and I, interviewed: Team member 
Date: 17-11-2009 
Software development workers India: 0, NL:0 
 
This interview is held with a team member in the time when Company C and Company I did 
business with coMakeIT. Company I had the role of project management for Company C. The 
interviewee was a junior software engineer at that time. Now, he still does some maintenance 
projects for Company C.  
 
Team 
In the time Company C and Company I were clients of coMakeIT, there was a team of 4 
employees. The interviewee was a junior programmer at that time and all other employees 
were software engineers. There was also a software architect in the Indian team. The team 
did not use any specific software development method, just the design and coding on an ad-
hoc basis. The team only had team members in India. The goal of the team was simply doing 
the work that needed to be done and achieving the deadline. The team did finish on time and 
delivered the product to the Dutch organization. The technical level of the work was graded as 
average. They worked with a PHP framework. The success that they booked was delivering 
the product in time. The source was that at that time, they had a good project manager and 
designer. The team also faced some problems. The main problem was that the requirements 
were changing constantly. The Dutch team thought it was a modified version of the coffee 
system that the company already produced. Also, Company I was responsible for estimating 
the time it would take to finish the requirements. The company would check the produced 
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code at the end of the week and conclude that it was not what the intension was. After 
Company I left the organization, programming code was checked on a daily basis. This 
worked better and the team became more adaptive to the changing requirements. 
 
Client company 
Company C was the client company and needed this new tracking system while Company I 
was responsible for managing the project. The requirements came from Company C and went 
to Company I. Work was planed here and sent to the coMakeIT team which did the 
programming work. At the time the interviewee worked on the team, he was a junior software 
engineer and thus did not communicate with the Dutch partners a lot. For the interviewee 
personal, he learnt things on PHP and came to know how projects were being done. This was 
because he was inexperienced himself at that time. The main negative issue the interviewee 
encountered was the changing requirements. Also, Company I did not specify how things 
should be done, just what should be done. When the work was finished, Company I was not 
pleased in how the work was done and it needed rewriting. Just before the deadline, there 
would be huge changes. This changed when Company I stopped with this project. Now the 
team reported on a daily basis which was more adaptive.  
 
coMakeIT 
The role of coMakeIT was to design and code the project. The interviewee learnt a lot from 
working with coMakeIT in the technical domain, which was a positive experience. The 
interviewee does not have any significant negative experience with coMakeIT. The company 
does mainly hire experienced people. Juniors should need more training within the company. 
The interviewee does not have information on salaries of leaving team members. He finds the 
working environment good.  
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Appendix C 
List of variables client companies interview 
Variable Set A: group Set B: options 
Decision factors 
Reason for offshore 
outsourcing 

Client company Field coding: 
 Personnel 
 Price 
 Location 

Goals Client company Field coding 
 Cost 
 Expansion 
 Speed 

Vendor selection process Vendors Open 
Vendor decision Vendors Open 
Project Characteristics 
View on outsourcing Client company Closed 

 Strategic 
partnership 

 Procurement 
IT functions outsourced Client company Closed 

 Core functions 
 Commodities 

Technology  Outsourced work Field coding: 
 Java 
 .NET 
 Web technology 

Experiences with 
outsourcing to India 

coMakeIT Closed: 
 Good 
 Average 
 Bad 

Expected cost coMakeIT Field coding: 
 Higher 
 As expected 
 Lower 

How many workers in 
Netherlands and India  

Software development Closed (2 x number) 

Treatment  Employees Open 
Experienced cost 
differences 

Outsourced work Closed, in % 

Communication  Outsourced work Open, which types 
Advantages 
Advantages experienced Client company  Open 
Founding factors Advantages Open 
Problems and risks 
Problems and risks 
experienced 

Client company  Open 

Founding factors Problems and risks Open 
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Appendix D 
List of variables team leads interview 
Variable Set A: group Set B: options 
Team 
Responsibility of team Team Open  
Roles of team members Team members Field coding 

 Architect 
 System designer 
 Graphical designer 
 Programmer 
 Tester 
 Others 

Team structure Team(s) Closed (dedicated/mixed) 
Goal of the team Team leads Open 
Outcome of the team so 
far  

Team leads Open 

Technical level Work of team members Field coding 
 High 
 Average 
 Low 

Experienced successes Team members Closed (Y/N), follow up: 
 Which successes 
(open) 

 Source of success 
(open) 

Experienced problems  Team members Closed (Y/N), follow up: 
 Which problems 
(open) 

 Source problems 
(open) 

 Solving the 
problems (open) 

Client company questions 
Role of the client company Client company  Open 
Positive experiences Client company Closed (Y/N), follow up: 

 Which experiences 
(open) 

Negative experiences Client company Closed (Y/N), follow up: 
 Which experiences 
(open) 

 Source of this 
experience (open) 

Communication with client 
company 

Team members Open, follow up: 
 Difficulties (open) 
 Improvements 
(open) 

Provided work Client company Open, follow up: 
 Improvements 
(open) 
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coMakeIT questions 
Role of coMakeIT coMakeIT Open 
Positive experiences coMakeIT Closed (Y/N), follow up: 

 Which experiences 
(open) 

Negative experiences coMakeIT Closed (Y/N), follow up: 
 Which experiences 
(open) 

 Source of this 
experience (open) 

Leaving employees Team members Closed (nr), follow up: 
 Why (open) 

Wages Team members Field coding 
 High 
 Average 
 Low 

Working environments coMakeIT Open, follow up: 
 Improvements 
(open) 
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Appendix E 
Naam klant: 
 
Datum klant: 
 
Software development medewerkers India:      NL: 
 
Introductie 

1. Voorstelronde 
 

2. Welk overeenkomsten/projecten heeft u lopen m.b.t. offshore outsourcing? 
(coMakeIT/andere) 

 
Keuze factoren 

1. Wat is de reden voor offshore outsourcing? (personeel/prijs/locatie) 
 

2. Wat waren de doelstellingen bij deze overeenkomst? (kosten/uitbreiding/snelheid) 
 

3. Beschrijf het proces van uw vendor selection?  
 

4. Wat is de reden voor deze vendor keuze? 
 
Project eigenschappen 

1. Ziet u outsourcing als partnerschap of inkoop? (strategisch/partnerschap/inkoop) 
 

2. Welke functionaliteiten worden geoutsourced? (ondersteunende/core) 
 

3. Welke technieken worden er gebruikt bij het programmeren? (Java/PHP/C++/.NET) 
 

4. Hoe zijn uw ervaringen met offshore outsourcing? (goed/redelijk/slecht) 
 

5. Hoe zijn uw ervaringen met betrekking tot kosten? (hoger/gelijk/lager) 
 

6. Hoeveel werknemers zijn er in Nederland en in India m.b.t. de IT diensten? 
 

7. Worden werknemers in India als gelijk behandeld? (bonussen/penalties) 
 

8. Hoe groot zijn de kostenverschillen tussen nl en India? (in %) 
 

9. Hoe vaak is er communicatie tussen nl-india? (dagelijks/wekelijks) 
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Voordelen offshore outsourcing 
1. Wat zijn de grootste voordelen die u uit uw offshore outsourcing keuze heeft gehaald? 

(uitbreiding/snelheid/kwaliteit/kosten) 
 

2. Welke factor lag ten grondslag aan deze voordelen? 
(techniek/functiekeuze/communicatie) 

 
3. Herkent u de volgende voordelen uit uw praktijk? 

• Verlaagde kosten 
• Veel geschoolde mensen 
• 24 uur ontwikkelteam 
• Snellere ontwikkeling 
• Betere focus of core competences 
• Kwalitatieve mensen 

 
Problemen offshore outsourcing 

 
1. Welke problemen bent u tegen gekomen tijdens offshore outsourcing? (personeel 

verloop/onvoorziene kosten/kwaliteit) 
 
2. Wat was de oorzaak van deze problemen? 

(communicatie/geld/onkunde/voorbereiding) 
 

3. Herkent u de volgende problemen uit uw praktijk? 
• Hogere overhead kosten 
• Verminderde snelheid 
• Verminderde kwaliteit 
• Minder innovatie 
• Oplopende prijs van personeel 
• Onveiligheid van uw data 
• Verlies van strategisch voordeel 
• Verlies van controle 
• Verloop personeel 
• Vastzitten aan je leverancier 
• Opportunisme personeel 

 
Afsluiten 
 

1. Mist u nog vragen m.b.t. offshore IT outsourcing? 
 

2. Bedankten voor gesprek 
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Appendix F 
Interview with team lead 
 
Name:     Date: 
 
Client company:     Size of the team: 
 
1. Short introduction by both 
 
Team questions 
1. Please explain what the responsibility of your team is? 
 
2. Which roles do the team members have in the team(s)? (Architect, System designer, 

Graphical designer, programmer, tester, others) 
 
3. Does your team use any software development method? (Scrum, waterfall, other)  
 
4. Does the company choose dedicated teams in India and the Netherlands or mixed teams? 
 
5. What is the goal of the team(s)? 
 
6. Which outcomes did the team(s) produce so far? Give examples. 
 
7. How is the technical level of the work the teams do? (High, Average, Low) 
 
8. Did you experience successes with the team(s) so far? (Yes/No, follow up) 

• Which successes did you experience? 
• What were the sources of this success? 

 
9. Did you experience problems with the team(s) so far? (Yes/No, follow up) 

• Which problems did you experience? 
• What were the sources of this problems? 

 
Client company questions 
1. What is the role of the client company in the team’s work? 
 
2. How do you find the communication with the client company? (follow up) 

• Which difficulties do or did you have? 
• Which improvements could the company make? 

 
3. Do you have positive experiences with the client company? (Yes/No, follow up) 

• Which positive experiences did you have? 
• What is the sources of this experience? 

 
4. Do you have negative experiences with the client company? (Yes/No, follow up) 

• Which negative experiences did you have? 
• What is the sources of this experience? 

 
5.  What do you think of the work the client company provides? (follow up) 

• Can this be improved? 
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• How can this be improved? 
 
coMakeIT questions 
1.  What is the role of coMakeIT? 
 
2.  Do you have positive experiences with coMakeIT? (Yes/No, follow up) 

• Which positive experiences did you have? 
• What is the source of this experience? 

 
3.  Do you have negative experiences with coMakeIT? (Yes/No, follow up) 

• Which negative experiences did you have? 
• What is the source of this experience? 

 
4.  How many people left the team in India? (Number, follow up) 

• Why did they leave? (self, client, coMakeIT) 
 
5.  Do you know the salaries of the team members? (Yes/No, follow up) 

• What do you think of the salaries of your team members? (high, average, low) 
 
6.  What do you think of the working environment? (follow up) 

• Which improvements could you advise to coMakeIT? 
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